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Conopulse angle tracking radar is a hybrid of monopulse

and conical scan. A possible antenna design was developed
with the antenna design consisting of a paraboloid reflector

and two offset waveguide feeds.

System performance with noise was investigated and

quantified by the rms value of angle tracking error. With

diffraction-limited feeds, it was found that rms error of

approximately 0.052 beamwidths could be obtained. The noise

performance of these feeds was deteriorated by low antenna

efficiencies caused by excessive spillover radiation.

With a dielectric rod antenna, better performance was

achieved with a rms error about 0.037 beamwidths. The

dielectric rod obtained its. superior performance largely due

vi



to better antenna efficiency, which resulted from its more

directive radiation properties.

Previous conopulse literature has assumed rotationally

symmetric secondary patterns. However, in a practical

system, there is some asymmetry in the patterns with this

asymmetry possibly having a harmful effect on system

performance.

Secondary pattern asymmetry was investigated and

quantified by the normalized maximum deviation in 3-dB

beamwidth (versus azimuth angle). Secondary pattern

asymmetry was relatively small. At the best noise f/D ratio,

the normalized maximum deviation of the dominant mode horn

and dielectric rod were about 4 percent and 0.3 percent,

respectively.

The effects of secondary pattern asymmetry were

examined. It was found that secondary pattern asymmetry did

not cause dc errors and had negligible effect on sensitivity

versus target rotation angle.

To provide a theoretical basis for secondary asymmetry

effects, a model was developed involving gaussian patterns

with the theoretical results closely matching actual results.

On the basis of different criterion, it was concluded

that the dielectric rod is the best feed for this system and

the dominant mode horn is the best feed of the diffraction-

limited feeds.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A tracking radar system measures coordinates of a

target: range, azimuth angle, elevation angle, and possibly

doppler frequency. The data generated by the tracking radar

can be used to determine target trajectory and predict future

target position. There exist a variety of tracking radar

systems, which can be grouped in the categories of sequential

lobing and simultaneous lobing. The most established

sequential lobing technique is conical scan, while the most

commonly used simultaneous lobing method is monopulse.

1.1 Conical Scan and Monooulse

In a conical scan system, an offset antenna beam is

rotated continuously about the boresight axis, which is the

axis of rotation. When the target is not on the boresight

axis, the echo signal will be amplitude modulated at a

frequency equal to the rotation frequency of the antenna beam

(Skolnik, 1980). The conical scan modulation is extracted

from the echo signal with the angle tracking information

contained in the modulation envelope. The percentage of

amplitude modulation is proportional to the angle between the

boresight axis and target axis (Sakamoto, 1975). The phase
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shift of the envelope signal relative to the antenna rotation

signal depends on the direction of the target relative to a

reference axis (Sakamoto, 1975). The conical scan modulation

is passed to two servo-control systems, which continuously

position the antenna boresight axis at the target. Two

servos are necessary since tracking requires two dimensions.

The advantage of conical scan is its simplicity.

Conical scan requires only one antenna beam and one receiver

channel to generate complete two-dimensional target data.

The main disadvantage of conical scan is its susceptibility

to target amplitude fluctuations (subsequently referred to as

simply amplitude fluctuations) from pulse to pulse. If the

amplitude fluctuations are random, there is a decrease in

signal to noise ratio and possibly false tracking

measurements (Sakamoto, 1975). These pulse to pulse

amplitude fluctuations can severely degrade the accuracy of

conical scan, especially if the fluctuations are close to the

rotation frequency of the antenna beam (Sakamoto, 1975).

In contrast, monopulse makes the angle measurement on

the basis of one pulse and will not be degraded by amplitude

fluctuations. Monopulse radar generates the equivalent of

two overlapping antenna beams for each angular coordinate

with the overlapping point being the boresight axis.

In monopulse (Skolnik, 1980), the received signals from

the equivalent beams are combined to form the sum and

difference signals with amplitude fluctuations causing the

same amount of amplitude variation on both these signals
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(Sakamoto, 1975). The sum and difference signals are

combined in a phase-sensitive detector to generate an error

signal with the amplitude fluctuations being removed by

forming the ratio of the difference to sum signals. The

magnitude and direction of the error signal determine target

position.

Monopulse tracking systems have the advantage of freedom

from amplitude fluctuations that are common to conical scan,

while the main disadvantage is its complexity. Monopulse

requires at least three, and usually four, antenna beams and

three channels of receiver equipment (Sakamoto, 1975).

1.2 Conooulse
*

Conopulse is an angle tracking technique which is a

hybrid of conical scan and monopulse (Sakamoto, 1975;

Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978; Bakut, 1966). Conopulse has the

desirable property of ideally being free from angle errors

due to amplitude fluctuations, while having a simpler

receiver (two receiver channels) and simpler antenna

(conceptually) than monopulse (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978).

The main disadvantage of conopulse is there is no practical

antenna design at the present time that will allow the

realization of a conopulse system (Sakamoto and Peebles,

1978) .

1.2.1 The Conooulse Concept

In conopulse, two independent beams (patterns) are

simultaneously scanned about the boresight axis, instead of
l

one beam as in conical scan (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978).
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The general conopulse receiving system is shown in figure
1.1. Both received voltages Vj and v2 contain full angle

tracking information and could be processed individually as

in conical scan with amplitude fluctuations causing the

amplitudes of the received voltages v, and v2 from each

antenna beam to vary by the same factor.

y

Signal

Processor

Figure 1.1 A general conopulse receiving system. (Source:
Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978.)

The key idea is to form a difference and sum of received

voltages v, and v2 and then take the ratio of the difference

to sum signals in a manner similar to monopulse. Since

amplitude fluctuations modulate the received voltages v, and

v2 by the same factor, the difference and sum signals will

also be modulated by this same factor. By forming the ratio

of the difference to sum signals, angle errors due to

amplitude fluctuations are theoretically removed.

,1.2.2 Conopulse Implementations

In conopulse, a combination of monopulse and conical

scan signal processing methods are used in processing the

received beam voltages to form two error signals. These
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error signals drive two servomechanisms, which position the

antenna in elevation and azimuth coordinates (Sakamoto and

Peebles, 1978).

Conopulse has two possible implementations with these

implementations differing in which form of signal processing

is done at the intermediate frequency (IF) first. In the

first implementation, monopulse methods are done first with

this implementation being known as a monopulse-conical scan

(MOCO). The second implementation performs conical scan

methods first and is consequently known as conical scan-

monopulse (COMO).

From the literature (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978), MOCO

is capable of removing wideband target fluctuations with a

maximum spectral extent of half the radar pulse rate, while

the COMO system can only remove narrowband target

fluctuations with a maximum spectral extent equal to the

frequency of beam scanning. For this reason, the MOCO

implementation may be preferred for many angle tracking

applications and this study will only consider MOCO

implementations from this point on.

The functions performed by a MOCO system are shown in

figure 1.2, while the block diagram of a possible MOCO

practical implementation is shown in figure 1.3. In figure

1.2, DUP represents a duplexer and LPF a low pass filter.

A hybrid network forms the sum Z and difference A

signals from the received beam voltages v, and v2. Next, the

ratio R =A/Z is generated in the same way as monopulse with
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Feed 1 Feed 2

sin OJ,t

Figure 1.2 Functional block diagram for a monopulse-conical
scan implementation of a conopulse system. (Source:
adapted from Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978.)
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Figure 1.3 Block diagram of a possible practical conopulse
system of the MOCO type. (Source: adapted from Sakamoto
and Peebles, 1978.)

the effects of target fluctuations being removed by this

ratio. The ratio R is a video pulse train at the radar pulse

rate, which is amplitude modulated by the scanning of the

antenna beams. Since the radar pulse rate is much higher

than the scan frequency, a low pass filter will smooth the

pulse train and produce a voltage RL that is proportional to

the amplitude modulation from beam rotation.

Two conical scan detectors (product device and low pass

filter) process the nearly periodic voltage RL to generate dc
error signals ex and ey. These error signals should measure

the projections of the target on the x and y axes.
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JLt2 Research Ob-iectives

The first objective of this study is to develop a

practical antenna design, which will provide two independent

scanning beams that are necessary to implement a conopulse

radar. The term scanning is the method for mechanically

moving the feeds and the antenna beams, which results in

angle measurements.

The method of scanning should also reduce undesirable

target amplitude fluctuations. For example, with a single

linear polarization, rotation of the beams will vary

polarization and cause changes in target cross section, which

is polarization sensitive. The fluctuations in target cross

section may cause amplitude fluctuations at the scan rate in

the received beam voltages. These amplitude fluctuations may

result in inaccurate angle measurements.

Previous conopulse literature (Peebles and Sakamoto,

1980a) has derived a lower bound on the variance of angle

tracking error due to noise. However, this literature has

not quantified these angle errors with an actual antenna

implementation. Angle errors due to noise will be quantified

for an antenna design with actual feeds.

Previous conopulse literature has assumed rotationally

symmetric secondary patterns. However, in a practical

system, there is some asymmetry with this asymmetry possibly

having a harmful effect on system performance. The amount of
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asymmetry will be quantified and the effects of this

asymmetry will be investigated.



CHAPTER 2
POSSIBLE SCANNING METHODS AND DEVELOPMENT OF ANTENNA DESIGN

The lack of a practical antenna implementation is one of

the main reasons that conopulse has not been built into a

hardware system.

2.1 Possible Scanning Methods

Various scanning techniques were examined to achieve the

two independent scanning beams that are necessary for

implementation of conopulse, including nutation of two

squinted beams. The term scanning describes the mechanical

method of moving the feeds. A possible scanning method must

be physically realizable and generate dc outputs that are

proportional to the azimuth and elevation angles. Previous

conopulse literature (Sakamoto, 1975; Sakamoto and Peebles,

1978) has shown that rotation of two beams could be used to

implement a conopulse system. The possibility of nutating

two beams was also examined.

2,1,1 Rotation of Two Squinted Beams

A possible scanning method is the rotation of two

squinted antenna beams with each beam having the same axis of

rotation as shown in figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 illustrates the

angular positions of the antenna beams and the target in

10
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Figure 2.1 Geometry of angles that locate beam and target
positions relative to the radar boresight axis.
(Source: Sakamoto and Peebles 1978.)

space with the boresight axis at the origin. The azimuth

error axis is the x axis and the elevation error axis is the

y axis. The position of the target depends on its target

offset angle dT and its target rotation angle (f)r. The beam

nose of each antenna is squinted off the boresight axis by a

constant angle 6q with the scan position of beam two being

180° from that of beam one. The angular positions of the

antenna beams are denoted (¡>x and (¡>2, while the instantaneous

target angles relative to the beam noses are denoted 0X and

02 (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978). After low pass filtering, a

conopulse system should have dc outputs ex and ey that are

proportional to the projections of the target on the x and y

axes:

ex ~ k OTcos<¡)T
(2-1

ey = kydTsin <pT
where kx and ky will subsequently be known as the dc error

signal constants.
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The rotation of two squinted beams has been examined in

the literature (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978) and it has been

demonstrated that the dc error signals ex an<^ ey satisfy (2-

1) .

2.1.2 Nutation of Two Scruinted Beams

Another possible scanning technique is the nutation of

two antenna beams together so that each beam has the same y

coordinate and each beam has a different axis of nutation

(figure 2.2) with the axis of nutation for each beam being

offset from the boresight axis. Nutation of antenna beams

means that polarization will not change as the beams are

scanned and a single linear polarization could be used

without target fluctuations due to polarization rotation

during beam scanning. However, mechanically, it is much more

complicated for nutation (requires a flexible joint) of

antenna beams as compared to rotation (rotary joint simpler

than flexible joint). This conopulse implementation is

physically realizable, but the implementation had to be

analyzed to see if proper dc outputs are generated. The

following analysis shows that this nutation technique does

not produce the proper dc outputs.

Figure 2.2 shows the target location in space relative

to the boresight axis, located at the origin. The x axis is

the azimuth axis, while the y axis is the elevation axis and

the horns are separated by Qx . The target location depends

on its offset angle dT and its rotation angle <f)T. The noses

of beam 1 and beam 2 are squinted off the nutation axes by
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angles 6ql and dq2 with the angular frequency of scanning being

o, = 2jtfs. The rotation angles of beams 1 and 2 are 0,(f) and

02(O/ while the instantaneous target angles relative to beam

positions are denoted by 6X(t) and 02(i).

Figure 2-2. Geometry of angles that locate beam and target
positions relative to the radar boresight axis.

First, the signal is calculated. Then, RL(t) is
passed through conical scan detectors to see if dc outputs ex

and ey are generated that satisfy (2-1) . This analysis

assumes gaussian antenna beams. The one-way voltage gaussian
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pattern is defined as

G(0) = Goexp
f „Z \
~—e2
\ 2

(2-2)

where Gc is the one-way voltage maximum, a2 =2.776/0/ with 9B

being the 3-dB beamwidth of the pattern, and 6 is the angle

from the beam maximum.

The instantaneous target angles were obtained using

right triangles and Pythagorean theorem:

92 (t) = {0?1 sin(úy) - 9t sin(0r)}2 + j—y+ 6ql cos(o)tt) - dT cos(</>r)|
(0 = {0?1 sin(cy) - 9T sin(0r)}2 + j+-y+ 9ql cos(cost) - dT cos(^r)|

(2-3)

The received signals for gaussian beams v,(i) and v2(f) have the

following form:
f a2

v,(0 = c1exp --— 0j(O
(2-4)

a
v2(i) = c1exp^—y02(i) J

where q depends on the parameters of the radar equation.

The difference signal A(t) and sum signal £(f) will have the

following forms respectively:

A(í) = v,(í)-v2(í) = c1

Z(í) = v,(í) + v2(í) = c,

-y0i2(oj-exp -y-022(O
exp(--y0,2(O ra2 \

~e2{t)
(2-5)
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After expansion of terms, the final signal RL(t) will have the

form:

K

K

exP -y{-0A C0SM + eA cos(0r)}j
- exp ~{+ex6qi cos(ast) - 0T0X cos(^r)}

D L V Z ;Kdt) ~ J./.X_ r / 2 \
— ~{~9A C0SK') + 6A cos(0r)}J

Í 2
+ exp ~{+0A, cos(ast)-0r0xcos(<t>r)}

exp

where the factor K equals

(2-6)

K = c{ exp -a2<
0 2

0q\ + -y + 0r2 - 20ql0T sin(o,r)sin(0r)
-20qi0T cos(cost)cos((f>T)

(2-7)

The signal RL(t) can then be simplified to the following form:

RL(t) = tanh cosK0+ 0X0T cos(0r)} (2-8)

Now, the signal RL(t) is passed through conical scan

detectors to see if proper dc outputs are generated. For

small angles, the signal RL(t) can be approximated as

*¿(0 = -y cos(<u,i) + 0X0T cos(0r)} (2 -9)

After multiplication of RL(t) by cos(fi),i), the resulting signal

ecos(t) equals

ecos(f) = {“0x0?i cos2(o,f) + 0X0T cos(0r)cos(o,f)} (2-10)
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Using a trigonometric identity, ecos(t) can be expressed as

ecos(t) = -y{-“y21 -—y-cos(2co,t) + 6xdT cos(0r)cos(fl>,i)j (2-11)

After passing through a low pass filter with cutoff frequency
less than cos, the azimuth dc error signal ex equals

The dc error signal ex is not proportional to the azimuth

angle and (2-1) is not valid.

Similarly, after multiplication of RL(t) by sin^f),
the resulting signal esin(f) equals

:2

esin(f) =——{~0x6ql cos(ú)ft)sin(£Ost) + 0q0T cos((pT)s'm(co3t)} (2 -13)

Using a trigonometric identity, esin(i) can be expressed as

1 ( 0 0 I
esm(t) = —y^-sin(2o),f)+ cos(07.)sin(fi)íí) (2-14)

At the output of a low pass filter with cutoff frequency less
than cos, the elevation dc error signal ey equals

ey=0 (2-15)

The dc error signal ey is not proportional to the elevation

angle and (2-1) is not valid.
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Since nutation will not generate dc outputs that are

proportional to the azimuth and elevation angles, nutation of

two squinted beams can not be used to implement a conopulse

system.

2.2 Selection of Circular Polarization

Polarization is a property of an electromagnetic wave,

which describes the time varying amplitude and direction of

the electric field vector. More specifically, polarization

is the figure traced as a function of time by the extremity

of the electric field vector at a fixed location in space

when viewed in the direction of propagation. In general, the

figure that is traced out as is an ellipse and it is traced

out in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. When the

ellipse becomes a line or circle, the polarization is known

as linear and circular polarization respectively.

In many radar systems, linear polarization is used,

because it is the easiest to implement. However, with linear

polarization, rotation of the beams would rotate the plane of

polarization and cause undesirable target amplitude

fluctuations at the scan rate. Target fluctuations at the

scan rate are the most undesirable fluctuations and can cause

a slowly varying dc error (Sakamoto, 1975).

Theoretically, the monopulse normalization (part of

conopulse signal processing) removes these target

fluctuations. However, in a practical system, target

fluctuations may not be completely removed and the result can
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be inaccurate measurements in either ex and/or ey (Sakamoto
and Peebles, 1978). In addition, these fluctuations could

limit the dynamic range of the monopulse normalization

network (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978).

Circular polarization can be decomposed into two

orthogonal linearly polarized waves, which are 90 degrees out

of phase. Beam rotation will vary the orthogonal

polarizations and the radar cross section will fluctuate for

each polarization. However, circular polarization is

expected to have less amplitude fluctuations than linear

polarization, because the received signal depends on both

polarization components, which is the reason that circular

polarization is preferred for transmission.

2.3 Proposed Antenna Pesian

An antenna design (figure 2.3), found during this study,

suggests one possible way to simultaneously rotate two

squinted antenna beams. The path from the radio frequency

(RF) unit to feed 1 will be described. The path involving

feed 2 behaves in manner similar to path 1. The energy flows

from rectangular TEio waveguide to the rotary joint with the

rotary joint consisting of transitions in waveguides from

rectangular TEio to circular TMoi and back to rectangular

TEio (Fink, 1947; Rizzi, 1988). In a rotary joint, it is

necessary to have a circular waveguide with a rotationally

symmetric mode, because the polarization of the rotating part

must be the same as the polarization of the fixed part.
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Figure 2.3 Proposed Antenna Design

After passing the rotary joint, the energy passes up the

rectangular waveguide and changes direction by passing

through two rectangular waveguide bends. Next, the

rectangular TEio waveguide is transformed to a circular TEn

waveguide via a mode transducer. Finally, the energy passes

from the circular TEn waveguide to circular waveguide horn,

where the energy is radiated toward the paraboloid reflector.
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As previously noted, the path from the RF unit to feed 2 is

similar, but the rotary joint is located above the

paraboloidal reflector as opposed to below it.

The principal parts of the antenna are a paraboloidal

reflector and two "offset" waveguide feeds. The term

"offset" means that the feeds are laterally displaced from

reflector axis.

The proposed antenna design has the following

advantages:

• Making bends in rectangular TEio waveguide is a

standard technique.

• Mode transducers exist which can convert

rectangular TEio to circular TEn (Rizzi, 1988) .

• Since TEio and TEn are the dominant modes in

rectangular and circular waveguides, respectively,

there will be less change of mode conversion of a

desired mode to undesired mode(s).

There is the following disadvantage of the proposed

antenna design:

• Since the rotary joint requires two waveguide

transitions, it will be bulky and will cause more

aperture blockage than a rotary joint made only of

circular waveguide.



CHAPTER 3
FEEDS AND CALCULATION OF RADIATION

There are various types of horn antennas including

pyramidal horns, sectoral horns, and conical horns. The

conical horn (figure 3.1) is capable of handling any

polarization excited by the dominant TEn mode since it has

axial symmetry. In particular, the conical horn radiates

circular polarization very effectively (Johnson and Jasik,

1984). In addition, the conical horn achieves radiation

patterns with more symmetry than pyramdidal horns or sectoral

horns. For these reasons, conical horns are chosen as the

feeds.

The dual mode and hybrid mode horns, shown in figures

3.1b and 3.1c, can simultaneously achieve radiation patterns

with a high degree of rotational symmetry and also low levels

of cross polarization in the intercardinal planes (Johnson

and Jasik, 1984).

Different conical horns are considered in this study,

because system performance will differ depending on the type

of horn.

This study will use aperture field methods to calculate

the radiated fields of the feeds. With this method, aperture

field techniques are used to compute the radiated fields from

the fields across the aperture.

21
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TE,|—

TEm/TM,,

(jfnfñnnnifmfi
1^11~—». HE

^ÜÜSííJUy^
(c)

Figure 3.1. Conical horns. (a) Dominant, (b) Dual-mode, (c)
Hybrid mode. (Source: Johnson and Jasik, 1984.)

In this study, the investigator is primarily

concerned with the part of the feed pattern that illuminates

the reflector and the calculated radiation will only need to

be accurate for the main beam and nearby sidelobes.

In this chapter, all expressions for the radiated fields

of the feeds will pertain to the far field of the feed. The

coordinate system for the feeds is shown in figure 3.2.

3.1 Dominant Mode Horn

The dominant mode horn is excited by the dominant mode

TEn and radiates the dominant mode. Since there are

different boundary conditions on the E and H planes, this

horn has a large amount of asymmetry in the feed radiation.
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Figure 3.2. Radiation coordinate system. (Source: adapted
from Potter, 1963)

This horn should be large enough to support the dominant

mode, but small enough to prevent the existence of higher

order modes (Johnson and Jasik, 1984):

1.84 <&a< 3.83 (3-1)

where k = 2izlX, X is the wavelength, and a is the horn

aperture radius.

When the horn semi-flare angle 8f is less 30°, it has

been shown that the radiation characteristics can be



calculated from Lommel functions as (Narasimhan and Rao,

1971b)

Ee = Q, e~P(JkR) . [U, (2s,d) + jU2 (2s,d)]sin <pR

E, = cilB^~ML.[Ui(2std)+jU2(2s,d)]cos9cos(¡> (3-2)R

where Cn is a normalization constant, R is the distance from

the feed in spherical coordinates, Un(2s,d) is the Lommel

function of two variables, s = 7ta2/XL, d = kasin9, and L is the

axial length of the horn from the cone apex.

The Lommel functions can be in integral form or series form.

The integral form of the Lommel functions is (Hu, 1960)

Ui(2s,d) = 2jJ 70(d¿;)cos[.s(l -
°

(3-3)

U2(2s,d) = 2*}70(¿/|)sin[j(l - £2)]|d£
o

where J0 is a zero-order Bessel function of the first kind.

The series form of Lommel functions is (Hu, 1960)

When calculating the radiation characteristics of the

dominant mode horn, this study used the integral form of the

Lommel functions, because it is exact. The series form will
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have some error when the series does not have an infinite

number of terms. However, highly convergent series can be

obtained for the series form of the Lommel functions.

3.2 Dual Mode Horn

By adding a higher order mode (TMn) to the dominant

mode, it is possible to obtain a radiation pattern with a

high amount of rotational symmetry and also a low amount of

cross polarization (Johnson and Jasik, 1984).

The modes must have proper relative phases and

amplitudes to cancel the electric field at the boundary of

the aperture (Turrin, 1967). At the aperture boundary, when

the modes are properly phased, the TMn mode will cancel the

<j> component of the magnetic field due to TEn (Johnson and

Jasik, 1984) . This cancellation causes the <j> component of

the magnetic field to vanish as well as the 0 component of

the electric field. Under this condition, there is nearly

perfect symmetry of the primary pattern and low levels of

cross polarization.

In the original dual mode horn (Potter, 1963), the TMn

mode was generated by a step change in the radius of the

waveguide as shown in figure 3.3. This horn will be

subsequently referred to as the Potter horn. For this horn,

let the input waveguide before the step change be denoted b

and the waveguide after the step change be denoted a. The

input waveguide b should be sized to allow the TEn mode to
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Figure 3.3. The dual-mode conical horn. (Source: Love,
1976c.)

propagate but not the TMn mode (Johnson and Jasik, 1984) :

1.84 <kb< 3.83 (3-5)

The waveguide after the step change should be large enough to

allow TMn to propagate, but small enough to prevent the

propagation of TE12 (Johnson and Jasik, 1984):

3.83<ka< 5.33 (3-6)
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The radiated electric field components EgiE¿ from the

feed are (Potter, 1963; Johnson and Jasik, 1984)

'A
Ee = ^-+ cos61 + ^^-cos #1 - al k ) J_Xi

, TVitsin d)

J.(kasmO)~\e~jkR .

. kasinO J R

(3-7)

=i-^p-+cos0
where Knfta is 1st root of 7/ and equals 1.841,

Ai// = jk2-K2nH , KUEa is the 1st root of and equals 3.832,

Aie — 4k2 -K2nE , Jx is the lst-order Bessel function of the

first kind, 7/ is the 1st derivative of 7, with respect to

its argument, a equals an arbitrary constant defining the

relative power in TEn and TMn modes.

Potter (1963) states that a value of a equal to 0.653

will make the E and H plane half power beamwidths equal and

cause the phase centers to be coincident. The Potter horn is

not broadband, because the TEn and TMn modes have different

phase velocities due to the different boundary conditions on

the E and H planes (Love, 1976a).

The use of a step discontinuity near the horn throat is

not the only method to convert TEn to TMn energy in a horn.

Turrin (1967) has designed multimode horns without a

discontinuous step with these horns having larger bandwidths

than the Potter horn. Turrin obtained the radiation

characteristics of these horns based on Potter's results.

7/(^1sin 0)
ksinO j1-
K,l\H

a~W

R
-COS<j)
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3.3 Hybrid Mode Horn

The desirable properties of rotational beam symmetry,

low levels of cross polarization, and low sidelobe levels can

be achieved in a conical horn that transmits the hybrid HEn

mode. The hybrid mode horn has the polarization

characteristics of a Huygen's source as shown in figure 3.4.

RESULTANTM-DIPOLEE-DIPOLE

APERTURE FIELDS

Figure 3.4 The Huygen's source with ideal feed polarization
characteristics. (Source: Love, 1976c.)

The hybrid mode is a mixture of TEn and TMn and can be

expressed as .TEn + y TMn, where y denotes the mode-

content factor (Johnson and Jasik, 1984). To support the

hybrid mode, the inner surface can be an anisotropic surface,

which may be obtained by cutting circumferential grooves into

the surface.

The hybrid mode horn has equal boundary conditions on

the E and H planes, which causes the TEn and TMn to

propagate with the same phase velocity (Love, 1976a). The

equal boundary conditions also cause equal E and H plane
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beamwidths and a rotationally symmetric radiation pattern

(Simmons and Kay, 1966).

For equal E-plane and H-plane patterns and zero cross

polarization, the size of the feed should be (Knop and

Wiesenfarth, 1972)

ka>2U (3-8)

With the horn flare angle less than 30 degrees, the

radiation characteristics of the hybrid mode horn are

(Narasimhan and Rao, 1970b)

Ee =_ C„ exp(-jkR) (14- cos 6) (b3W03(2s,d)+ b2W2(2s,d) ^
+ blW0l(2s,d) + b0W0°(2s,d)R

Q, exp(-jkR) (1 + cos 6)tLx =* R '

b3W3(2s,d) + b2W2(2s,d)
+ blW0'(2s,d)+ b0W0°{2s,d)

sin0

cos0

(3-9)

where b0 = -0.007259, b¡ = 0.6525, b2 =0.2708, b3 = 0.08399, and the

function W0n(2s,d) is defined as

«'.■ (2s,d)=j(i - í■)wsyw í ¡i
0

(3-10)

The function W0"(2s,d) can be expressed in terms of the Lommel

function and its derivatives (Hu, 1960)

„j & Ux(2s,d) d" U2(2s,d)\
[ ^(2j)" 2s J d(2s)n 2s J

W0”(2s,d) = (2ljy (3-11)
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Since the field components Eg,E# are identical, the

radiation will be rotationally symmetric.

3.4 Dielectric Rod

Dielectric aerials produce a single lobe radiation

pattern directed along the feed axis and the directivity of

the feed is proportional to the length of the dielectric

aerial (Kiely, 1953). Two of the more important types of

dielectric aerials are (Kiely, 1953)

solid dielectric rod

dielectric horn, which is similar to conventional

metal electromagnetic horn, except metal walls are

replaced by dielectric walls

The basic principle of dielectric aerials is to

transform the launcher aperture into a larger aperture

(James, 1972) by transmission of a surface wave. Dielectric

aerials transport the surface wave power from the launcher to

the radiating aperture. The bounds of the surface wave will

be much larger than the physical aperture (James, 1967).

For conventional feeds, the size of the aperture is

determined by the physical aperture of the metal horn. With

the dielectric aerials, the effective size of the aperture

will be determined by the surface wave, which exists outside

the dielectric rod.
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The proposed dielectric aerial (figure 3.5) consists of

a metal wave guide operating in TEn mode which will excite a

HEn mode surface wave in the dielectric rod. In general,

there are three sources of radiation: end aperture radiation,

taper radiation, and launcher radiation. The proposed design

consists of a nearly optimum taper so that taper radiation is

negligible. For the design shown in figure 3.5, the end

aperture radiation is 87.2% and the launcher radiation is

12.8%.

d
0-7*o- 0 44E X0 -0-395X0

1

—^0-33*o
4 8*o A 2X0 2X0

Taper* radiation neghgipie
Launcher radiation 12 8%
End aperture radiation Q7*2^«

Figure 3.5 Dielectric rod antenna with optimized profile.
(Source: adapted from James, 1972.)

The approach used in this research to characterize the

radiation characteristics of the end aperture of the

dielectric rod is based on Huyghens Principle and elementary

ray theory (Kiely, 1953). The mathematical expression

contains the parameters rod length, rod diameter, and

wavelength. This approach is applicable to dielectric rods

excited in the HEn mode. Using this approach, the radiation
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pattern from the aperture at the end of the rod can be

expressed as (Kiely, 1953)

Ee=-
(K- l)sin K-cos9)

. Ao

(K-cosO)sin
-/,0

fUd .

E*=-
(E-l)sin ^(K-cosS)

. ^0

(E - cos 0)sin
. A0

(3-12)

,Ud • m /Kcos(——suit/) cos<p
A0

where K is a constant equal to 1.0, LI X0 is rod length in
terms of free space wavelengths, and d/X0 is the diameter of

the dielectric rod in terms of free space wavelengths.

The constant K is chosen as 1.0 to match the rod to

free space (Kiely, 1953). When the rod is matched to free

space, the level of the sidelobes and back radiation is

decreased.

The launcher radiation can be considered the same as

from the dominant mode horn (James, 1972) and was given in

(3-2)

Ee =Cn?^^*[Ul(2s,d) + jU2(2s,dj\sin<f>
A

E, = Cu *[U^lsJ) + jU2(2s,d)]cosdcos<t>R

The total radiated field components can be obtained by

summing the end aperture radiation and launcher radiation
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with the appropriate weighting (Brown, 1957). When summing

with the appropriate weighting (87.2% end aperture radiation

and 12.8% launcher radiation), the maximum values of the end

aperture radiation and launcher radiation must have the same

values. Since the expression for the end aperture radiation

given in (3-12) has a maximum of one, the normalization

constant Qi in (3-2) should be chosen so that launcher

radiation has a maximum of one.

Diffraction-Limited Feeds and Dielectric Rod

A feed, which is diffraction-limited, has radiation

properties that are governed by the size of the aperture with

radius a. With a larger aperture, diffraction-limited feeds

have more directive radiation properties. In this study,

diffraction-limited feeds include: dominant mode horn, dual

mode horn, and hybrid mode horn. The feed patterns of these

types of feeds are shown in figures 3.6-3.8.

Since the radiation properties of the dielectric rod are

largely independent of the rod diameter d (figure 3.9), the

dielectric rod is not diffraction limited. Rather, the

radiation properties of the dielectric rod depend on its

length L as shown in figure 3.10.
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a = 0.30A

a = 0.60X

Figure 3.6 Effect of feed size on feed patterns of dominant
mode horn: (upper) E-plane pattern, (lower) H-plane
pattern.
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a = 0.62A

a = 0.84A

Figure 3.7 Effect of feed size on feed patterns of dual
mode horn: (upper) E-plane pattern, (lower) H-plane
pattern.
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a = 1.0A

a = 1.4A

Figure 3.8 Effect of feed size on E-plane and H-plane feed
patterns of hybrid mode horn.
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Figure 3.9 Effect of dielectric rod diameter on feed
patterns of dielectric rod: (upper) E-plane pattern,
(lower) H-plane pattern.
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J = 0.33A0,
£ = 10.8A0

i/ = 0.33A0,
L = 21.6A0

Figure 3.10 Effect of dielectric rod length on feed patterns
of dielectric rod: (upper) E-plane pattern, (lower) H-
plane pattern.



CHAPTER 4
CALCULATION OF RADIATION FROM PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR

For some of the analyses in this study, it will be

necessary to calculate a reflected (from paraboloid)

secondary field based on knowledge of the primary feed

radiation characteristics and the reflector configuration.

In this study, there are two methods for secondary field

calculation.

The first and major method is the aperture distribution

method (Balanis, 1982; Collin and Zucker 1969b) combined with

analysis by Lo (1960). The aperture distribution method

presented in Balanis, Collin and Zucker assumes the feed is

located at the focus of the paraboloidal reflector. The

effect of laterally displacing the feeds (from focus) is

based on analysis by Lo. The aperture distribution method

(presented in Balanis, Collin and Zucker), combined with

analysis by Lo, will subsequently be referred to as simply
the aperture distribution method.

A second technique for secondary field calculation is to

use a computer program, which is a modification of the

Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) Reflector Antenna Code

(Rudduck and Chang, 1982; Chang and Rudduck, 1982) and will

subsequently be referred to as the NEC computer program.

39
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For much of the analyses in this study (e.g. secondary

pattern asymmetry), the aperture distribution method will be

used. The NEC computer program is used mainly to verify the

accuracy of the aperture distribution method.

¿JL Surface Geometry

One of the most popular radar antennas is the

paraboloidal reflector, which will be subsequently referred

to as a paraboloid. Some properties of the paraboloid and

its surface geometry will be stated. Next, some important

relationships for the analysis of paraboloid reflector

systems will be given.

The surface of a paraboloid is generated by the rotation

of a parabola about its axis. A source of energy called a

feed directs energy toward the paraboloid (figure 4.1) with

the feed being located near the focus of the paraboloid.

Figure 4.1. Parabolic-reflector antenna (Source: Skolnik,
1980.)
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The paraboloid has the following desirable properties:

all rays generated from the focus are reflected by

the paraboloid surface parallel to the reflector

axis

the distances traveled by all rays from the focus

to the reflector surface and reflected back to a

plane perpendicular to the reflector axis are equal

These properties of the paraboloid cause a point source

of energy directed from the focus to generate a reflected

plane wavefront of equal phase.

The geometry of a paraboloid of diameter D and focal

length / (Balanis, 1982) is shown in figure 4.2.

y

Figure 4.2. Two-dimensional configuration of a paraboloidal
reflector. (Source: adapted from Balanis, 1982.)
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Using the second property

OP + PQ = constant = 2f (4-1)

From figure 4.2

OP = r
(4-2)PQ — r' COS &

Upon substitution of (4-2) into (4-1), (4-1) can be expressed

as

r'(l+ cos0') = 2/ (4-3)

or

/•'=-■ &<e0l + cosff (4-4)

Using a trigonometric identity, r' can also be expressed as

r' = /sec2(!) - en (4-5)

Equations (4-4) and (4-5) are important equations, because

they relate the distance r' traveled by a ray to the

reflection point to the angle & .

The relationship between the subtended angle of the
reflector 60 and the f/D ratio is important for the analysis
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of paraboloidal systems. From figure 4.2

0O = tan"1
fD! 2'
K ¿0 J

(4-6)

By geometry (Balanis, 1982), Zg can be expressed in terms of

/ and D as

(D/2)2
_ D2

4/ 1 16/
(4-7)

Upon substitution of (4-7) into (4-6), the subtended angle of

the reflector equals

Figure 4.3 illustrates the relationship between the subtended

angle of the reflector and the f/D ratio.

Figure 4.3 Subtended angle of paraboloid reflector as
function of f/D ratio.
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The relationship between 0'and the radial distance p can

be derived in the following manner. From figure 4.2

p = /•' sin & (4-9)

Upon substitution of (4-5) into (4-9)

P = /-
sin0'

cos'(f;
(4-10)

Using the trigonometric identity

. _ . & &
sin0 = 2sin—cos—

2 2
(4-11)

Upon substitution (4-11) into (4-10), the following

expression is obtained

0 . & &2sin—cos—

P = f-
vUj / \

(4-12)

Equation (4-12) can also be expressed as

& = 2 tan-1 _p_
2/,

(4-13)
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Another important relationship is the relationship
between r' and p . Using a trigonometric identity, (4-5) can

be expressed as

(4-14)

From (4-12), the following expression is obtained

(4-15)

Combining (4-14) and (4-15), r' can be expressed as

(4-16)

4.2 Aperture Distribution Method

In the aperture distribution method (Balanis, 1982,

Collin and Zucker, 1969b), the reflected field is calculated

over a plane orthogonal to the reflector axis. In most

cases, the plane is taken as passing through the focus and is

known as the aperture plane as shown in figure 4.4. The

reflected field is usually obtained by ray tracing methods

(Balanis, 1982). Next, equivalent sources are generated over

the aperture plane, where, the equivalent sources are usually
assumed to be zero outside the projected cross-sectional area

of the reflector upon the aperture plane. Finally, the

secondary radiated fields are calculated from equivalent
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sources by aperture methods. The effect of laterally

displacing the feed will be based on analysis by Lo (1960).

Figure 4.4. Three dimensional geometry of a paraboloidal
reflector system. (Source: Balanis, 1982.)

It should be noted that the notation for the coordinate

system in chapter 3 is different than the notation for the

coordinate system in chapter 4. The coordinates R,d,<¡) in

chapter 3 become r',0',0’ in chapter 4.

Balanis (1982) states the aperture distribution makes

the following approximations:

• The current density is set equal to zero on the shadow

size of the reflector.

The discontinuity of the current density over the

reflector rim is not taken into account.
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• Aperture blockage by the feed and direct radiation from

the feed are not taken into account.

Balanis (1982) states that these approximations give

accurate results over the main beam and nearby minor lobes.

For more accurate results in all regions, especially far

minor lobes, Balanis states geometrical diffraction methods

can be used.

For purposes in this study, the magnitude of the

electric field will be frequently computed. The square of

the magnitude of the electric field radiated from the feed

equals (Balanis, 1982)

(4-17)

The magnitude of the electric field normalized by its maximum

value is the feed voltage pattern, while the square of the

magnitude of the electric field normalized by its maximum

value is the feed power pattern. It should be noted that the

voltage pattern has a phase and the sidelobes can have

different phase than the main lobe.

Consider a y-polarized feed located at the focus of a

paraboloid with feed voltage pattern ,</>'). The feed

power pattern Gf(& is defined as

G,(eWH£(8'.f)|3/|E(0,0)f
(4-18)
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The feed patterns of the different horns are obtained from

the radiated electric field components Eff,Er given in chapter
3. The incident electric field with a direction normal to

the radial distance, can be expressed as (Balanis, 1982)

Et{r',& ,<¡>') = e&jGfiff (4-19)

c-=o <4-i9a|
where e¡ is a unit vector orthogonal to er and parallel to the

plane generated by er and ay as shown in figure 4.5, T) is the

intrinsic impedance of free space, and P, is the total

radiated power.

y

Figure 4.5. Unit vector alignment for a paraboloidal
reflector system. (Source: adapted from Balanis, 1982.)
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Before finding the electric field over the aperture ,

the electric field Er at the reflection point r'is first

obtained. The reflected field is

(4-20)

where cr is a unit vector representing the polarization of the

reflected electric field.

It can be shown (Collin and Zucker, 1969b) that

ax sin <f>' cos0' (1 - cosQ')-ay(sin2 (j)' cos 0'+cos2 0')
(4-21)-^1-sin2 & sin2 <j>'

where ax and ay are unit vectors in the x and y directions as

shown in figure 4.5.

On the aperture plane, the electric field equals (Collin

and Zucker, 1969b)

(4-22)

By comparison of (4-22) and (4-20), it is seen that the

phase of the electric field over the aperture plane is

different than the phase of the electric field at the

reflection point due to the extra distance traveled by the

ray. The amplitude of the electric field over the aperture

plane is the same as at the point of reflection. This fact

occurs, because the spreading of energy only takes place from
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the feed to the reflector (Collin and Zucker, 1969b). Since

the rays are collimated after reflection, there is no more

spreading of energy back to the aperture plane.

The electric field over the aperture plane can also be

expressed as

Eap = axEax+ayEay (4-23)

where and E^ denote the x- and y- components of the

reflected electric field over the aperture plane.

Using (4—21),(4—22) and (4-23), the x- and y- components of

the reflected electric field equal

(4-24a)

(4-24b)

The x- component for a y polarized source arises due to

depolarization from the reflector. Depolarization from the

reflector becomes very small with large size reflectors and

large f/D ratios (Collin and Zucker, 1969b; Balanis, 1982) .

From the reflected electric field components on the

aperture plane (£„ and Eay) as given in (4-24), the

equivalent sources are obtained over the aperture plane

(Balanis, 1982, chapter 13). The radiated electric field

components can be calculated from the equivalent sources

(Balanis, 1982, chapter 13). After conversion of Balanis's
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equations to cylindrical coordinates (paraboloid reflector

has circular aperture), the radiated electric field

components are

(4-25a)

Xgj*[psinecoi(f-*)] pdpdp

(4-25b)

jklpsiaeco<*'-*)]pdpd<t>'

where S0 is projected cross-sectional area of reflector

aperture plane as shown in figure 4.4.

It should be noted that E„t and £ are in terms of theax ay

coordinates , while the integration is over the

coordinates p,<¡>'. The conversion of r'in terms of p was given
in (4-16), while the conversion of ff in terms of p was given

in (4-13).

The square of the magnitude of the secondary electric

field radiated from the parabaloid equals (Balanis, 1982)

\E(r,e,<¡>f +\Et{r,B,pf
(4-26)

The magnitude of the electric field normalized by its maximum

value is the secondary voltage pattern, while the square of
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the magnitude of the electric field normalized by its maximum

value is the secondary power pattern. In a similar manner to

the feed voltage pattern, the secondary voltage pattern also

has a phase.

■4.2.1 Effect of Lateral-Feed Displacement

The material presented for the aperture distribution

method in Balanis (1982), Collin and Zucker (1969b) has

assumed that the feed is located at the focus. For the

proposed antenna, the two feeds will be laterally displaced

from the focus. The effect of laterally displacing the feed

is based on analysis by Lo (1960).

The assumption will be made, as by Lo, the magnitude of

the aperture electric field E'v for a laterally displaced feed
is the same as Eap for a feed located at the focus. If the

lateral displacement is small compared to the focal length,

this assumption is reasonable.

Lo shows that laterally displacing the feed will change

the phase term of (4-25). Lo derives the phase term for a

feed displacement from the focus being small compared to

focal length /. The radiated electric field components with

the laterally displaced feeds are still calculated in terms

of the coordinate system in figure 4.4.

Based on Lo's analysis, the phase term for a feed of

lateral displacement dx in the x direction is

(4-27)
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The effect of the "new" phase term is beam shift and beam

degradation. Ruze (1965) has suggested that this phase term

ignores field curvature and astigmatism.

Upon substituting the phase term (4-27) into (4-25), the

radiated electric field components for a laterally displaced

feed change from (4-25) to

(4-28a)

(4-28b)

Since the feeds are laterally displaced from the focus,

the secondary fields radiated from the reflector were

calculated using (4-28).

4.2.2 Numerical Integration

The aperture distribution method requires computation of

double integrals. The majority of the work in this study was

done with the programming language MATLAB. MATLAB can do one

dimensional integrals, but not two dimensional integrals.

Therefore, the double integral had to be calculated by

numerical integration techniques.
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There exist a variety of numerical integration

techniques including trapezoidal rule and Simpson's rule

(Atkinson, 1989). This study utilized Simpson's rule,

because it is robust and has better accuracy than the

trapezoidal rule.

Simpson's rule is a well known method for evaluating the

integral

b

(4-29)
a

The assumption will be made that the interval \a,ti\ is always

finite. Simpson's rule breaks the integral in equation (4-

29) into a sum of integrals over small subintervals.

After some derivation (Atkinson, 1989), the composite

Simpson's rule approximation /„(/) is obtained:

(4-30)

where h = (b-a)/n with n being the number of points, /„
denotes f(x0), ft denotes /(*,), etc. .

The error £„(/) with Simpson's rule (Atkinson, 1989)

equals

En{f)--T^{b-a)f{A){n) i] e [a,b\

where /*4) denotes the fourth derivative of a function.

(4-31)
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4,2,3 Accuracy of Simpson's Rule

The Simpson's rule in this study used 235 subintervals.

It is known that there will be some error with Simpson's rule

due to the finite number of subintervals.

For the purpose of verifying the accuracy of Simpsons's

rule, it will be useful to express the phase term of (4-27)

in an alternative form. Based on analysis by Ruze (1965),

the phase term (4-27) can be expressed as

Akp cos(0' -a) (4-32)

In equation (4-32), the parameters A and a may be determined

as

A2 = u2 - J cos óH—-¡r—
M(p) Y M2(p)
2Mil. u.

(4-33a)

tan a =
usinp

ucos<t>-us /M(p)
(4-33b)

where us, u , and M(r) are defined as

m = sin 0 , M(p) = 1 + (p / 2/)2

Upon substitution of the phase term (4-32) into (4-28),

— tan Qs ,

the radiated electric field components for a paraboloid of
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radius a are

(l-cos0)jJ(E„ cos^¿s^sin
0 0 (4-34a)

Xemc°pdpdy

' AAnr
(1 - cos 6) J J(-£„ sin <t> + Ev cos0)

0 0 (4-34b)
x e¡kf*«*(♦'-«) pdpd(¡>'

For a rotationally symmetric Eax and E , (4-34) reduces

to

o

o

MATLAB can do one dimensional integrals with a relative

error of one part in a thousand as stated in the MATLAB

numerical integration function. With a rotationally
symmetric EM and Eay, the computed value of the double

integral with Simpson's rule was compared with the MATLAB

value of the one dimensional integral. This verification was

done for a variety of aperture electric fields and for a

variety of far field coordinates 9 and 0. For all cases of

verification, the accuracy of Simpson's rule was better than

one percent.
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á^2 NEC Computer Program

The computer program used in this study is a modification

of the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) Reflector

Antenna Code originally developed by R.C. Rudduck at Ohio

State (Rudduck and Chang, 1982; Chang and Rudduck, 1982) .

The basic approach for the NEC Reflector Antenna Code is

a combination of aperture distribution techniques and

geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD). Aperture

distribution techniques are used to compute the main lobe and

near sidelobes, while GTD techniques are used to compute far

sidelobes and backlobes. The basic aperture distribution

method was described in the previous section. For a more

complete description of the NEC Reflector Antenna Code and a

listing of the computer program, one should refer to

references (Rudduck and Chang, 1982; Chang and Rudduck,

1982) .

To obtain the secondary pattern using the computer

program, it is necessary to generate an input data file. The

most important quantities in the input data file are: the

size of the paraboloid, the focal length, the location of the

feed, and the primary pattern.

A sample input data file is included in appendix C. For

this example the symmetric primary pattern was entered in

& increments of 1 degree. For the primary pattern, the first

column corresponds to values of & . The second column

corresponds to the normalized amplitude of the electric field
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from the feed, while the third column represents the phase of

the electric field as it leaves the feed (0 degrees).

The most important limitation is the feed must be

located near the focus (Rudduck and Chang, 1982; Chang and

Rudduck, 1982).

4.4 Effect of Limitations on Aperture Distribution Method

Since the NEC computer program uses geometrical

diffraction methods in addition to the aperture distribution

method, this method was compared with the aperture

distribution method. With a 2 wavelength diameter small

flare angle hybrid mode feed located at the focus of a 40

wavelength paraboloid with an f/D of 1.0, the NEC computer

program was compared with the aperture distribution method

(upper part of figure 4.6) for a phi cut <j> equal to zero

degrees.

As shown in the figure, the aperture distribution method

gives accurate results over the main beam and nearby

sidelobes. However, this method is not accurate for the far

sidelobes and backlobes due to edge diffraction.

With the same parameters as in the upper part of figure

4.6, the feed is now displaced to 1.28 wavelengths (lower

part of figure 4.6). The same comments apply to the lower

part of the figure as were made about the upper part of the

figure.
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180-0 (degrees)

NEC

Aperture
Distribution

Figure 4.6 Comparison of NEC computer program and aperture
distribution method: (upper) hybrid mode feed at focus,
(lower) hybrid mode feed displaced 1.28 wavelengths.



CHAPTER 5
NOISE PERFORMANCE

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the noise

performance of the system with different feeds. In this

chapter, the following parameters are considered: type of

feed, f/D ratio, lateral displacement of feed, feed size,

and paraboloid size.

It will be shown that the noise performance of the

diffraction-limited feeds (defined in chapter 3) is similar.

The diffraction-limited feeds are dominant mode horn, dual

mode horn, and hybrid mode horn. The dielectric rod has

different characteristics than diffraction-limited feeds.

For this chapter, it should be noted that the term

pattern refers to the secondary pattern unless explicitly
stated.

5.1 Quantification of Noise Performance

With the assumption that the target is detectable, this
study will focus on the normalized angular rms error — due

03
to noise. The lower bound on the angular rms error caused by

60
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noise (in one tracking coordinate) for a conopulse system is

(Peebles and Sakamoto, 1980a)

— = (5-‘
03 kc*4sTÑ

where 03 is the 3 dB beamwidth of the one-way voltage sum

pattern, kc is the one-way voltage normalized error pattern

slope, and S/N is the ratio of peak signal power to noise

power at the output of a filter matched to the location of

the target.

Equation (5-1) was obtained by Cramer-Rao analysis

method and is independent of the signal processor connected

to the antenna. With large single-pulse signal-to-noise

ratio and any form of RF pulse, Peebles and Sakamoto (1980b)

showed that this lower bound will be approached with the use

of a sufficiently short-duration range gate. The error slope

kc can be defined as (Peebles and Sakamoto, 1980a)

f*3 ) MM1
do

(5-2)

where Gz is the one-way voltage sum pattern evaluated on the

boresight axis and GA(0) is the one-way voltage difference

pattern.
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The signal to noise ratio S/N depends on the antenna

efficiency r\a and sum pattern Gz as (Peebles and Sakamoto,

1980a)

SI N = Kr¡a2Gz (5-3)

where K is a constant that depends on the parameters of the

radar equation.

Later, in this chapter, the normalized angular rms error

ct0/03 will be quantified versus different parameters. For

the results in chapter 5, the constant K equals 100. This

constant results in a signal-to-noise ratio S/N of 20 dB

when both the antenna efficiency r]a and the sum pattern on

boresight Gz equal one.

It should be noted that all calculated results for noise

performance will use the exact patterns as opposed to an

approximation. The calculation of the sum and difference

patterns assumes zero mutual coupling between the patterns of

the feeds.

All results will have the restriction that the value of

the sum pattern Gz must be greater than one. If the value of

the sum pattern is less than one, a double hump occurs in the

sum pattern with each hump being larger than Gz as shown in

figure 5.1. A double hump is undesirable in applications,
which require narrow beamwidths such as multipath.
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6 (degrees)

6 (degrees)

Figure 5.1 Sum pattern with different values on boresight
due to different squint angles: (upper) sum pattern on
boresight less than one, (lower) sum pattern on
boresight greater than one.
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For the purpose of analyzing noise performance, it will
be useful to define some quantities. The crossover value 1 /ZL*.

is the ratio of the value of one offset pattern on the

boresight axis to the maximum of the pattern. The crossover

value equals half the value of the sum pattern on boresight

G£ . The squint angle Qq is the angle between the maximum of

one offset pattern and the antenna boresight, while dB is the

3-dB beamwidth of one pattern. Barton (1988) gives the

crossover loss as a function of the normalized squint angle

6qfdB as shown in figure 5.2 for two types of patterns.

X3
"O

>N
o
*
I
o
*

Figure 5.2 Conical-scan crossover loss. (Source: Barton,
1988).
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The beam deviation factor BDF is defined as

BDF = %-^ (5-4)
tan"1 fl/J

where dx is the lateral displacement of the feed from the

focus.

From the radar equation (Skolnik, 1980), it is clear

that the received signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to
the square of the antenna efficiency T]a. Since the rms error

<jg due to noise is inversely proportional to the square root

of the signal-to-noise ratio, it is necessary to calculate

antenna efficiencies when calculating noise performance.

Ludwig (1963) has analyzed the antenna efficiency of a

paraboloidal reflector system. Ludwig assumes that there is

not any blockage from the feed or any errors from surface

irregularities. In addition, the assumption will be made

that there is a uniform phase distribution across the

aperture and that the feed voltage pattern equals zero for

& > 90°.

The expressions developed by Ludwig are for a feed

located at the focus. In a similar manner to chapter 4, the

assumption will be made that the magnitude of the fields over

the aperture are the same as for a feed located at the focus.

This assumption is reasonable for cases where the lateral

displacement is small compared to the focal length.
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The antenna efficiency will depend on the amplitude

distribution of the fields across the reflector aperture

plane. In addition, energy losses due to spillover and

cross-polarization will affect the antenna efficiency.

Ludwig quantified these factors by the following
efficiencies: t\s (spillover), r¡¡ (illumination) , and r¡x

(cross-polarization). Based on analysis by Ludwig, these

factors are defined as

(5-5)

/{Mef+istef}sin & d&
o

(5-6)

o

(5-7)

o

where 60 is the subtended angle of the reflector, and

Ksl-l'WI are the E and H plane feed voltage patterns,

respectively.

The overall efficiency r¡a can be defined as the product

of the individual efficiencies:

va = (5-8)
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The spillover efficiency r¡s is the ratio of power intercepted

by reflecting surface to the total power radiated by the

feed. The uniformity of the amplitude distribution of the

fields over the aperture plane is measured by the

illumination efficiency T]¡ and is maximized with a uniform

distribution. The cross-polarization efficiency r¡x

quantifies the uniformity of the polarization over the

aperture plane.

To verify the computed results, the computed results

were compared with known results for a few special cases.

With the assumption of a rotationally symmetric primary

pattern and zero cross polarization, Balanis (1982) showed

that the antenna efficiency can be calculated as

(5-9)

Consider a class of rotationally symmetric feeds with

feed power patterns defined as (Balanis, 1982)

0<6'<tc/2

it / 2 < & <> n
(5-10)

where G0(n) = 2{n +1) .

(voltage pattern) for the cases of

n — 2 and n = 4 of (5-10) was then substituted for the E and H

plane feed voltage patterns given in equations 5-5 - 5-8.

The value of r¡a in Ludwig's method was then compared with
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equation (5-9) for the same two cases. There was almost

exact agreement between the computed results and the known

results.

5.2 Minimum Lateral Displacement

An important point is that there is a minimum lateral

displacement in conopulse systems. The smallest lateral

displacement of the waveguide horns occurs when each horn is

as close as possible to the central transmission line without

touching the transmission line (see figure 2.3). Thus, the

minimum lateral displacement is equal to

, d, dhdx=—+—*
2 2 (5-11)

where dx is the lateral displacement, dt is the maximum
dimension of the transmission line, and dh is the diameter of

the waveguide horn.

The minimum lateral displacement occurs with the

smallest transmission line and the smallest possible

waveguide horn. However, there are practical limitations on

the minimum size of the transmission line and waveguide
horns.

iL-2-J. Minimum Size of Central Waveguide

There are a variety of transmission lines including
twisted pair wire, coaxial cable, waveguide, and fiber optic
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line. For radar applications, the two most important types

of transmission lines are coaxial cable and waveguide.

Coaxial cable can be smaller than waveguide. In the

past, coaxial cable has been used in some low power radar

systems. However, the coaxial cable may break down with high

power. Another problem with coaxial cable is that there can

be large attenuation at high frequencies.

For the proposed conopulse system, the system will

operate in the 1-10 GHz region with peak power levels on the

order of MW and average power levels of several kW. The

coaxial cable could shatter at these power levels and have

relatively large attenuation losses at these frequencies.

Therefore, coaxial cable will not be used for this system.

There are two major types of waveguide: rectangular

waveguide and circular waveguide. Waveguide will be used as

the transmission line for this system, because it has the

following properties:

• simple mechanical structure

• high power handling capability
• low attenuation losses at high frequencies

In order for a waveguide mode to exist, the waveguide

must have certain dimensions. The minimum possible size of

the waveguide is when the dominant mode only can exist. For

reasons given in section 2 on the development of the antenna

design, the rectangular waveguide will be used as the

"central waveguide".
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Consider a rectangular waveguide (figure 5.3) with a

representing the longest dimension and b the shortest

dimension. For TEio mode, the cutoff wavelength equals 2a

(Ramo, 1984) . Although the dimension b does not affect the

cut off frequency, it does matter for some other reasons.

a

Figure 5.3 Coordinate system for rectangular waveguide.
(Source: Ramo, 1984)

Ramo (1984) has suggested it is desirable to have a

large range between the cutoff frequency of TEio and the next

higher mode. If 6>0.5a, the TEoi mode has the next lowest

frequency (Ramo, 1984).

The shorter dimension b will be chosen as half the

longer dimension a. A waveguide of these dimensions is the

size used in most practical rectangular waveguides (Ramo,

1984). Since the "width" is twice the "height" for the TEio

mode, the smallest possible rectangular waveguide has the

dimensions

b = 0.25X

a = 0.50A
(5-12)
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The feeds must rotate around the maximum dimension of

the central waveguide dt , which equals

dt = ^(0.25A)2 +(0.50A)2 = 0.56A (5-13)

5.2.2 Minimum Size of Feed

The minimum size of the feed will depend on the type of

feed. In order to illustrate the effect of feed size on

minimum lateral displacement, the dominant mode horn will be

considered.

The smallest dominant mode horn will occur when the feed

has no flare and the feed reduces to an open ended waveguide.

As given by (3-1), the smallest dominant mode horn has

diameter equal to 0.58 wavelengths. The minimum lateral

displacement from equations 5-11 and 5-13 is

dx = 0.28A + 029A = 0.57A (5-14)

The minimum lateral displacement of the evaluated horns

is shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Minimum lateral displacement of evaluated feeds.

Feed Type Minimum Lateral Displacement
(wavelengths)

dominant mode horn 0.57
dual mode horn 0.89
hybrid mode horn 1.28
dielectric rod 0.63
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5.3 Effect of Lateral Displacement

For the study of the effect of lateral displacement, the

minimum size feeds were considered with a paraboloid diameter

of 40 wavelengths. To determine the effect of lateral

displacement, the noise performance of each type of feed at

minimum size was examined at various lateral displacements

from the focus: minimum lateral displacement, 1.2 times the

value of the minimum lateral displacement, and 1.4 times the

value of the minimum lateral displacement.

Since the BDF and the 3-dB beamwidth of one pattern 0B
are nearly constant, increasing the lateral displacement by

factors 1.2 and 1.4 approximately increases the ratio of

&q/dB by this same amount. These values of lateral

displacement were selected, because they were large enough to

see changes caused by variations in the lateral displacement.

For diffraction-limited feeds (figures 5.4-5.9) and tables

5.2-5.4, it was found that the noise performance became worse

with increasing lateral displacement. With these feeds, the

smallest rms error occurred when the sum pattern equals one

(crossover value equals 0.5). For increased lateral

displacement, a larger f/D ratio is required to obtain a

crossover value of 0.5, because increased lateral

displacement results in larger values of 0q/dB (crossover
value depends largely on the ratio of 0q/dB) . With a larger

f/D ratio, there is decreased antenna efficiency due to more

spillover radiation.
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^ =0.58A
dx =(0.58 *1.2)A
dx = (0.58«1.4)A

Figure 5.4 Effect of lateral displacement on dominant mode
horn: (upper left) normalized error pattern slope,
(upper right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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f/D f/D

dx = 0.58A
dx =(0.58» 1.2)A
<=(0.58 *1.4)A

Figure 5.5 Effect of lateral displacement on dominant mode
horn: (upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam
deviation factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized
by 3-dB beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB
beamwidth of sum pattern.
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dx = 0.90X
dx = (0.90«L2)A
dx =(0.90*1.4)A

Figure 5.6 Effect of lateral displacement on dual mode
horn: (upper left) normalized error pattern slope,
(upper right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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dx = 0.90A
dx = (0.90* 1.2)A
dx = (0.90»1.4)A

Figure 5.7 Effect of lateral displacement on dual mode
horn: (upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam
deviation factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized
by 3-dB beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB
beamwidth of sum pattern.
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dx = 1.28A
dt = (1.28*1.2)A
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Figure 5.8 Effect of lateral displacement on hybrid mode
horn: (upper left) normalized error pattern slope,
(upper right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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dx = 1.28A
dx = (1.28« 1.2)A
dx = (1.28 • 1.4)A

Figure 5.9 Effect of lateral displacement on hybrid mode
horn: (upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam
deviation factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized
by 3-dB beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB
beamwidth of sum pattern.
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Table 5.2 Effect of lateral displacement on dominant mode
horn with parameters at minimum rms error.

dx (A) K 1/4 Va agl93 f/D
0.58 4.5716 0.5208 0.3872 0.0521 0.7487
0.58*1.2 5.0002 0.5018 0.2939 0.0675 0.9100
0.58*1.4 4.4993 0.5208 0.2122 0.0965 1.1178

Table 5.3 Effect of lateral displacement on dual mode horn
with parameters at minimum rms error.

dx (A) K 1/4 na <yg/e3 f/D
0.90 4.4742 0.5218 0.3741 0.0549 1.2515
0.90*1.2 4.8678 0.5050 0.2858 0.0705 1.4900
0.90*1.4 4.4697 0.5206 0.2099 0.0983 1.7918

Table 5.4 Effect of lateral displacement on hybrid mode
horn with parameters at minimum rms error.

dx (A) K 1/4 Va ag/e3 f/D
1.28 4.5603 0.5180 0.3761 0.0543 1.7984
1.28*1.2 4.4708 0.5210 0.2761 0.0746 2.1890
1.28*1.4 4.4522 0.5213 0.2103 0.0983 2.5700

For the dielectric rod (figures 5.10-5.11 and table

5.5), the noise performance became better with more lateral

displacement due to larger values of kc.

Table 5.5 Effect of lateral displacement on dielectric rod
with parameters at minimum rms error.

dx (A) K 1/4 Va og/e3 f/D
0.63 1.2492 0.8171 0.8155 0.0368 1.4205
0.63*1.2 1.6946 0.7436 0.8144 0.0328 1.4163
0.63*1.4 2.5581 0.6455 0.7868 0.0298 1.3457

It should be noted that the appearance of the beam

deviation factor plots is due to the finite "resolution" when

calculating this quantity.
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fID f/D

dx =0.63A
dx =(0.63«1.2)A
dx =(0.63» 1.4)A

Figure 5.10 Effect of lateral displacement on dielectric
rod: (upper left) normalized error pattern slope,
(upper right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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dx = 0.63A
¿X = (0.63«1.2)A
dx =(0.63 *1.4)A

Figure 5.11 Effect of lateral displacement on dielectric
rod: (upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam
deviation factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized
by 3-dB beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB
beamwidth of sum pattern.
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5.4 Effect of Feed Size

For investigation of the effects of horn size, the

paraboloid diameter was chosen as 40 wavelengths and the

feeds were at minimum lateral displacement. The dominant mode

horn was examined for horns with radii equal to (in

wavelengths): 0.30, 0.45, and 60. The dual mode horn was

studied with the radii (wavelengths) of 0.62, 0.72, and 0.82,

while the small flare angle hybrid mode horn was investigated

with the radii (wavelengths) of 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4. The

dielectric rod has only one size given in figure 3.5 and was

not studied for the effect of horn size.

Again, the minimum rms error occurred with a crossover

value equal to 0.5. It was found that the rms error generally

became better with larger horn size as shown in figures 5.12-

5.17 and tables 5.6-5.8 at the expense of larger f/D ratios.

This was due in large part to increased antenna efficiencies

with larger horn sizes.

Table 5.6 Effect of feed size on dominant mode horn with
parameters at minimum rms error.

a (A) K 1/4 Va aeie3 f/D
0.30 4.5716 0.5208 0.3872 0.0521 0.7487
0.45 4.9876 0.5034 0.4309 0.0459 0.9500
0.60 5.0342 0.5016 0.5203 0.0377 1.1600

Table 5.7 Effect of feed size on dual mode horn with
parameters at minimum rms error.

a (A) K 1/4 Va ae/ey f/D
0.62 4.4742 0.5218 0.3741 0.0549 1.2515
0.73 4.9894 0.5012 0.3960 0.0504 1.4162
0.84 4.4538 0.5231 0.3945 0.0520 1.5712
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f/D

a = 0.30A
a = 0.45A
a = 0.60A

Figure 5.12 Effect of feed size on dominant mode horn:
(upper left) normalized error pattern slope, (upper
right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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f/D f/D

a = 0.30A
a = 0.45A
a = 0.60A

Figure 5.13 Effect of feed size on dominant mode horn:
(upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam deviation
factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB
beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB beamwidth
of sum pattern.
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fID

a = 0.62A
a = 0.73A
a = 0.84X

Figure 5.14 Effect of feed size on dual mode horn:
(upper left) normalized error pattern slope, (upper
right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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a = 0.62A
0 = 0.73/1
o = 0.84A

Figure 5.15 Effect of feed size on dual mode horn: (upper
left) squint angle,(upper right) beam deviation factor,
(lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB beamwidth
of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB beamwidth of sum
pattern.
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a = LOA
a = 1.2A

Figure 5.16 Effect of feed size on hybrid mode horn:
(upper left) normalized error pattern slope, (upper
right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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a = l.OA
a = 1.2A

Figure 5.17 Effect of feed size on hybrid mode horn: (upper
left) squint angle,(upper right) beam deviation factor,
(lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB beamwidth
of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB beamwidth of sum
pattern.
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Table 5.8 Effect of feed size on hybrid mode horn with
parameters at minimum rms error.

a (X) K ML, % ae/d3 f/D
1.0 4.5603 0.5180 0.3761 0.0543 1.7984
1.2 4.4653 0.5229 0.4046 0.0506 2.0873
1.4 5.0227 0.5004 0.4497 0.0442 2.3000

5.5 Effect of Paraboloid Size

To investigate the effect of paraboloid size, each type

of feed was investigated for its smallest size and at minimum

lateral displacement. The size of the paraboloid reflector

was chosen as 20, 40, and 60 wavelengths.

For a given f/D ratio, it was found that the noise

performance was largely independent of paraboloid size as

shown in figures 5.18-5.25 and tables 5.9-5.12. For a given

feed with its primary pattern, the antenna efficiency is a

function of the subtended angle of the reflector 80. As

given by equation (4-8), the subtended angle is a function of

the f/D ratio only. At a given f/D ratio, the antenna

efficiency does not depend on paraboloid size.

Table 5.9 Effect of paraboloid size on dominant mode horn
with parameters at minimum rms error.

D (A) K ML, Va <rg/e3 f/D
20 4.5703 0.5209 0.3872 0.0521 0.7487
40 4.5716 0.5208 0.3872 0.0521 0.7487
60 4.5714 0.5208 0.3872 0.0521 0.7487
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D = 20A
D = 4(U
D — 60A

Figure 5.18 Effect of paraboloid size on dominant mode
horn: (upper left) normalized error pattern slope,
(upper right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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D = 20A
D = 40A
D = 60A

Figure 5.19 Effect of paraboloid size on dominant mode horn:
(upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam deviation
factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB
beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB bearnwidth
of sum pattern.
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£> = 20A
D = 40A
D = 6OX

Figure 5.20 Effect of paraboloid size on dual mode horn:
(upper left) normalized error pattern slope, (upper
right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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£> = 20A
Z) = 40A
D = 60A

Figure 5.21 Effect of paraboloid size on dual mode horn:
(upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam deviation
factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB
beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB beamwidth
of sum pattern.
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£> = 20A
D = 40A
D = 60A

Figure 5.22 Effect of paraboloid size on hybrid mode horn:
(upper left) normalized error pattern slope, (upper
right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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f/D f/D

Figure 5.23 Effect of paraboloid size on hybrid mode horn:
(upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam deviation
factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB
beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB beamwidth
of sum pattern.
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D = 20A
£> = 40A
D = 60A

Figure 5.24 Effect of paraboloid size on dielectric rod:
(upper left) normalized error pattern slope, (upper
right) crossover value, (lower left) aperture
efficiency, (lower right) normalized rms error due to
noise.
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D = 20X
D = 40A
D = 60A

Figure 5.25 Effect of paraboloid size on dielectric rod:
(upper left) squint angle, (upper right) beam deviation
factor, (lower left) squint angle normalized by 3-dB
beamwidth of one pattern, (lower right) 3-dB beamwidth
of sum pattern.
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Table 5.10 Effect of paraboloid size on dual mode horn with
parameters at minimum rms error.

D (A) K 1/4 na agie3 f/D
20 4.4728 0.5219 0.3741 0.0548 1.2515
40 4.4742 0.5218 0.3741 0.0549 1.2515
60 4.4740 0.5218 0.3741 0.0549 1.2515

Table 5.11 Effect of paraboloid size on hybrid mode horn
with parameters at minimum rms error.

D (A) K 1/4 Va °e 1 d3 f/D
20 4.5604 0.5181 0.3761 0.0543 1.7984
40 4.5603 0.5180 0.3761 0.0543 1.7984
60 4.5631 0.5179 0.3761 0.0543 1.7984

Table 5.12 Effect of paraboloid size on dielectric rod with
parameters at minimum rms error.

D (A) K 1/4 Va ag/e3 f/D
20 1.2492 0.8172 0.8155 0.0367 1.4205
40 1.2492 0.8171 0.8155 0.0368 1.4205
60 1.2505 0.8171 0.8155 0.0367 1.4205

When decreasing the size of the paraboloid by a given
factor at a given f/D ratio, the squint angle 6q and the 3-
dB beamwidth of one pattern dB will increase by this same

factor with the ratio of 6q to dB staying approximately the
same. The ratio of OqldB is a function of the f/D ratio but

not paraboloid size.

At a given f/D ratio, the crossover value 1/1* (also sum

pattern on boresight Gz) and the slope kc changed very little

with paraboloid size. These results were expected. As
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suggested by figure 5.2, the crossover loss is a function of

the ratio dq/dB. It can also be shown that the slope kc is a

function of dqldB.
It can be concluded that noise performance at a given

f/D ratio does not change significantly with the size of the

paraboloid.

5.6 Performance of Dielectric Rod Antenna versus Other Feeds

With all types of feeds, the slope kc decreased with

increasing f/D ratio. The diffraction-limited feeds achieved

the smallest rms error with a crossover value of 0.5, while

the dielectric rod achieved its smallest normalized error

with a crossover value of approximately 0.8. The rms error

of the diffraction-limited feeds increased with

larger values of crossover loss due to decreasing antenna

efficiency.

As shown in table 5.13, the dielectric rod antenna had

the smallest normalized rms error. In addition, the rms

error of the diffraction-limited feeds was decreased due to

larger values of kc due to beam broadening of the sum pattern.

In table 5.13, the feeds are of minimum size and at minimum

lateral displacement with a paraboloid diameter of 40

wavelengths.
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Table 5.13 Effect of feed type with parameters at minimum
rms error.

feed
type

K 1/4 Va ogie3 f/D

dominant
mode horn

4.5716 0.5208 0.3872 0.0521 0.7487

dual mode
horn

4.4742 0.5218 0.3741 0.0549 1.2515

hybrid
mode horn

4.5603 0.5180 0.3761 0.0543 1.7984

dielec¬
tric rod

1.2492 0.8171 0.8155 0.0368 1.4205

To see why the dielectric rod had better antenna

efficiency, the dielectric aerial was compared with a

dominant mode horn of equal size (radius equal to 0.35

wavelengths). As shown in figure 5.26, the dielectric rod

has a larger overall antenna efficiency T]a at larger f/D

ratios (and crossover values) due to better spillover

efficiency tjs. The increased spillover efficiency resulted

from the more directive radiation properties of the

dielectric aerial as shown in figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.26 Antenna efficiencies as a function of f/D:
(upper left) spillover efficiency, (upper right)
illumination efficiency, (lower left) cross-polarization
efficiency, (lower right) overall aperture efficiency.
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dielectric
rod

dominant
mode horn

Figure 5.27 Feed patterns: (upper) E-plane pattern, (lower)
H-plane pattern.



CHAPTER 6
SECONDARY PATTERN ASYMMETRY AND ITS EFFECTS

As the two feeds are rotated, the two secondary patterns

are also rotated. Previous analyses of conopulse systems

have assumed rotationally symmetric secondary patterns

(subsequently referred to as symmetric patterns) with these

analyses demonstrating that symmetric patterns will generate
dc error signals ex and ey (illustrated in figure 1.2) that

are proportional to the azimuth and elevation error angles as

given in (2-1):

ex =kx6T cos <j>T

ey = ky0T sin <pT
where dT is the target offset angle and (¡)T is the target

rotation angle as shown in figure 2.1 and the constants kx and

ky will subsequently be known as the dc error signal

constants.

The actual secondary patterns are not rotationally

symmetric due to the feeds being laterally displaced from the

focus and asymmetry in the primary pattern. The secondary

pattern asymmetry may have an effect on system performance.

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate and quantify

103
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the amount of secondary pattern asymmetry and its effects on

system performance.

In chapter 5, the noise performance of the different

feeds was evaluated. It was found that the dielectric rod

had the best performance, while the performance of

diffraction-limited feeds was similar. For reasons given in

section 8.3, it can be concluded that the dominant mode horn

is the best diffraction-limited feed. For investigation of

the effects of secondary pattern asymmetry, only the dominant

mode horn and dielectric rod will be considered.

For each feed, only the minimum size feed at minimum

lateral displacement will be considered. The size of the

paraboloid was studied with diameters (in wavelengths) of

20,40, and 60. The f/D values were chosen as a function of

the "optimum f/D" for noise performance (see table 5.13) .

The f/D values were studied with the following values:

optimum f/D, 60% of optimum f/D, and 80% of the optimum

value.

6.1 Sources of Secondary Pattern Asymmetry

For the purpose of analysis, the term "half-sided 3-dB

beamwidth" is introduced and equals the angle between beam

maximum and the 3-dB point on one side of the antenna pattern

as illustrated in figure 6.1 and is denoted by dBm . The

secondary pattern asymmetry can be illustrated by plotting
the half-sided 3-dB beamwidth versus azimuth angle 0.
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Figure 6.1 Relationship between 3-dB beamwidth and half¬
sided 3-dB beamwidth: (upper) 3-dB beamwidth, (lower)
half-sided 3-dB beamwidth.
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When the feeds are laterally displaced from the focus,

this causes asymmetry in the secondary pattern. The minimum

lateral displacement of the evaluated feeds was shown in

table 5.1. For the purpose of analyzing sources of secondary

pattern asymmetry, consider a small flare angle hybrid mode

horn, which has a rotationally symmetric primary pattern and

a paraboloid of diameter of 40 wavelengths. It should be

noted that the hybrid mode horn will not be evaluated for the

effects of secondary pattern asymmetry. As shown in figure

6.2, there is asymmetry in the secondary pattern due to the

lateral displacement.

Asymmetry in the primary pattern will also cause

asymmetry in the secondary pattern. Consider a dominant mode

horn, which has an asymmetric primary pattern, located at the

focus of a paraboloid with a diameter equal to 40

wavelengths. As shown in figure 6.2, there is asymmetry in

the secondary pattern due to asymmetry in the primary

pattern.

A rotationally symmetric primary pattern requires equal

E and H plane patterns. The E and H plane patterns of the

evaluated horns at minimum size are shown in figures 6.3 and

6.4. The dominant mode horn has the least symmetry in the

primary pattern, while the hybrid mode horn has a

rotationally symmetric primary pattern.
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0 (degrees)

Figure 6.2 Half-sided 3-dB beamwidth versus azimuth angle
with D = 40A : (upper) hybrid mode horn with lateral
displacement from focus of 1.28 wavelengths, (lower)
dominant mode horn at focus.
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E-plane
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Figure 6.3 E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns: (upper)
dominant mode horn, (lower) dual mode horn.
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E-plane
H-plane

Figure 6.4 E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns: (upper)
hybrid mode horn, (lower) dielectric rod.
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6.2 Secondary Pattern Asymmetry

The half-sided beamwidth GBm is plotted versus azimuth

angle 0 for each feed in figure 6.5 at the best noise f/D for

the dominant mode horn and dielectric rod with a paraboloid

of diameter equal to 20 wavelengths. The secondary pattern

asymmetry is a result of both asymmetry in the primary

pattern and lateral displacement of the feed.

Since it is not practical to show the half-sided 3-dB

beamwidth versus azimuth angle </> for all possible

combinations of parameters, there needs to be a measure to

quantify the results.

The results will be quantified by the normalized maximum

deviation NMD in half-sided three dB beamwidth:

NMD = (6-1)

where Gamma is the largest half-sided three dB beamwidth

versus azimuth angle and GBU2niia is the smallest half-sided

three dB beamwidth versus azimuth angle.

The results are normalized, because beamwidth depends on the

size of the paraboloid and the amount of change in beamwidth

will depend on the magnitude of the beamwidth.

The secondary pattern asymmetry, in terms of the

normalized maximum deviation NMD, of the dominant mode horn

and dielectric rod for three f/D ratios is illustrated in

tables 6.1-6.6. As shown in the tables, secondary pattern
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Figure 6.5 Half-sided 3-dB beamwidth versus azimuth angle
with D = 20A : (upper) dominant mode horn at f!D equal
to 0.7487, (lower) dielectric rod at f/D equal to
1.4205.
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asymmetry decreased with f/D ratio. At a given f/D ratio,

the secondary pattern asymmetry was largely independent of

paraboloid size.

Table 6.1 Secondary pattern asymmetry of dominant mode horn
with D = 20A .

f/D minimum 9mn
(degrees)

maximum 0BV2
(degrees)

NMD

0.5241 1.5166 1.6546 0.0870
0.6364 1.5049 1.5966 0.0591
0.7487 1.4972 1.5618 0.0422

Table 6.2 Secondary pattern asymmetry of dominant mode horn
with £> = 40A .

fID minimum dB1/2
(degrees)

maximum 0BU2
(degrees)

NMD

0.5241 0.7582 0.8264 0.0861
0.6364 0.7523 0.7977 0.0586
0.7487 0.7485 0.7805 0.0419

Table 6.3 Secondary pattern asymmetry of dominant mode horn
with D = 60A .

f/D minimum dBU2
(degrees)

maximum 6mn
(degrees)

NMD

0.5241 0.5054 0.5508 0.0860
0.6364 0.5016 0.5311 0.0571
0.7487 0.4990 0.5200 0.0412

Table 6.4 Secondary pattern asymmetry of dielectric rod with
D = 20A .

f/D minimum 0BU2
(degrees)

maximum dBU2
(degrees)

NMD

0.9944 1.8228 1.8424 0.0107
1.2074 1.7440 1.7534 0.0054
1.4205 1.6136 1.6187 0.0032
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Table 6.5 Secondary pattern asymmetry of dielectric rod with
D = 40A .

f/D minimum 0BU2
(degrees)

maximum 0BU2
(degrees)

NMD

0.9944 0.9144 0.9211 0.0106
1.2074 0.8720 0.8761 0.0047
1.4205 0.8068 0.8088 0.0025

Table 6.6 Secondary pattern asymmetry of dielectric rod with
D = 60X .

f/D minimum dBU2
(degrees)

maximum 6BU2
(degrees)

NMD

0.9944 0.6076 0.6137 0.0100
1.2074 0.5814 0.5844 0.0051
1.4205 0.5379 0.5392 0.0024

The results of tables 6.1-6.6 are consistent with Ruze

(1965). Ruze showed that the secondary pattern distortion is

related to the parameter ws, where ws is defined as

w. 2nD/2^dx_ ndx
X * f ~ X(f / D) (6-2)

It can be seen from (6-2), the parameter ws is inversely

proportional to the f/D ratio and does not depend on the size

of the paraboloid for a given f/D ratio.

6.3 Computation of RL(t) for an Asymmetric Pattern

It will be necessary to know RL(t) (see figure 1.2) for
the calculation of ex and ey. With the assumption that the one

way voltage patterns of the antenna beams and G2[02(r)]
are rotationally symmetric and the use of a sample and hold
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device, RL{t) equals (Sakamoto and Peebles, 1978)

M qfa,(oi-G1[9a(t)i
‘

G,[01(()] +G:[0!(<)]
(6-3)

where Ol(t),d2(t) are the instantaneous target angles relative to

the beam noses as shown in figure 2-1.

As the feeds are rotating, the antenna patterns are also

rotating at the scan rate. As shown in figure 6.6, the

pattern of feed 1 will be referenced to the axes ,yx' ,while
the pattern of feed 2 will be referenced to the axes x2\y2' .

The x and y axes of the patterns are aligned with the x and y

axes of the reflector when the beam nose is on the positive x

axis.

If the patterns are not rotationally symmetric, the

patterns are also a function of the instantaneous phi cuts

0i(O»02(O relative to the beam positions as shown in figure

6.6. For asymmetric patterns, the signal RL(t) equals

G,[0,(4<),(()i-G,r0;(«),fewi
g,[0,(<),<&,M]+GJ[01(O,&M]

In order to calculate RL{t), it is necessary to calculate

the instantaneous target angles 0l(t),d2(t) and phi cuts <l>i(t),(}>2(t)
relative to the beam positions, where these quantities are

shown in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Geometry of angles that locate target relative to
rotating antenna patterns.
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From the law of cosines, the instantaneous target

relative to beam positions 6l(t),d2(t) are

0,(r)2 = 62 + 6/ - 20q0Tcos(cost- <¡>T)
d2(tf = 6 2 + 0T2 +2dqdTcos(a)st- <j)T)

where these parameters are shown in figure 2.1.

The angles 0,(f) and 82(t) vary in the same way, but d2(t) is 180

degrees out of phase with 0t(i). It is clear that 8x(t) and
02(t) will vary from a minimum value of 6q - 0T to a maximum
value of 6q + dT .

It is possible to calculate $\{t),$2{t) from the geometry of

figure 6.6. 0,(r) will be calculated and then <j>2(t). From the

law of cosines

e2 = d2(t) + e2 - 20,(00, COS <j>A{t) (6-6)

The positive angle <f>A(t) equals

Í,W = cos
(-28,(00,)

(6-7)

The instantaneous phi cut 0,(f) will equal K±<j)A(t) depending on

the position of beam nose 1 (0<(Ost<2n) :

fff+MO (¡>T<Cúst<(¡)T + Jt

[/T- <pA(t) otherwise
(6-8)
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In a similar manner for feed 2,

er2 = e2(t)+e,2 -2e2(»)0,cos*,M (6-9)

The positive angle (¡)B equals

(6-10)

The instantaneous phi cut <j>2(t) will equal 7t±<j)B(t) depending on

the position of the beam nose {0<*(úst + k<2k) :

7r+^fi(i) <pT < Q)st + 7C < <j)T + 7Z

Jt-$B if) otherwise
(6-11)

There will be a larger range of phi cuts with larger

target offset angle dT. The angles 0,(f),02W vary in the same

way,. but 0,(f) is 180 degrees out of phase with 02(i).

6.4 Computation of DC Error Signals

Peebles and Sakamoto (Sakamoto, 1975; Sakamoto and

Peebles, 1978) developed two approaches for calculating dc
error signals ex and ey for a conopulse system. These two

approaches are referred to as the Fourier series method and

the Maclaurin series method. The Maclaurin series approach
allows closed form approximations for ex and e , but it is not

exact. This study will use the Fourier series method, because

it is exact.

The signal R(t) in figure 1.2 can be considered as a

pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signal with-the radar pulse
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rate (fR) corresponding to the sampling frequency. The

spectrum of R(t) will consist of the replicated spectrum of

the modulation function centered at frequencies kfR

If the sampling frequency (fR) is at least twice the

extent of the modulation function, then the modulation

function can be recovered at the output of a low pass filter

as stated in the sampling theorem (Strum and Kirk, 1988).

Sakamoto and Peebles (1978) suggest that the bandwidth of the

modulation function is not much larger than fs (30 Hz in this

study) with this fact being verified by the author. If the

sampling theorem conditions are satisfied, the output of the
low pass filter RL(t) in figure 1.2 will be proportional to

the modulation function.

Assuming the target does not move relative to the radar

antenna, RL(t) is periodic and can be expanded into a Fourier

series with angular frequency (Os (Sakamoto and Peebles,

1978) . Sakamoto and Peebles (1978) demonstrated that ex and ey

will be proportional to the "cosine" and "sine" Fourier

coefficients of angular frequency (0S. More specifically, if

Ts-\!fs, the dc outputs are

(6-12)

This method gives the exact solutions for ex and ey.
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The computation of (6-12) requires a one dimensional

integration. MATLAB can perform the one dimensional

integration with a built in function if RL(t) can be expressed

as a function. For the case of secondary patterns from

actual feeds, RL(t) (equation (6-4) can not be expressed in

terms of a function, but is the result of the double

integrals (given in chapter 4) for the secondary patterns

Gi[0i(O>0i(O] and G2[d2(t),<p2(t)\. Since RL(t) can not be expressed

as function, the one dimensional integration for actual feeds

was performed with Simpson's rule. The details of Simpson's

rule were mentioned in chapter 4.

6.5 Study of Effects of Secondary Pattern Asymmetry

Asymmetry in secondary patterns may cause RL(t) to be

different than for the case of symmetric patterns. The
different RL(t) may cause the dc error signals ex and ey to

also be different.

-6,5,1 RL(t)

It is of interest to see how RL(t) (see (6-4)) depends on

the symmetry of the secondary pattern. The instantaneous phi
cuts <Px{t),<¡>2(t) relative to beam position, as defined in figure

6.6, are shown in figure 6.7 for a dominant mode horn. As

shown in the figure, there is a larger range of phi cuts with

larger normalized target offset angle 8T/6B. In a practical
radar system, the normalized target offset angle dTldB rarely

exceeds 0.5.
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ft (0

02(O

Figure 6.7 The instantaneous phi cuts 0,(O.0’(O relative to
beam position for dominant mode horn at f/D of 0.7487:

(upper) 6tI9b= 0.25, (lower) dT/0B= 0.50.
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To see the effect of secondary pattern asymmetry on the

error signal RL(t), the actual RL(t) was compared with RL(t) when

the instantaneous phi cuts were fixed at a given value. Since

the phi cuts will vary between a minimum and maximum value,

the minimum and maximum value can be considered as worse

cases for the effect of asymmetry on RL(t).

Figure 6.8 shows the effect of secondary pattern

asymmetry on the dominant mode horn with the phi cuts fixed

at the minimum value, while figure 6.9 fixes the phi cuts at

the maximum value. As seen in the figures, secondary pattern

asymmetry has almost no effect on the signal RL(t).

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 are similar to figures 6.8 and

6.9, but the figures are for a dielectric rod and for a

different target offset angle. Again, secondary pattern

asymmetry has almost no effect on the signal RL(t).

6.5.2 DC Errors

To detect the presence of a dc error, the measured

azimuth and elevation outputs were determined when the target

is on the azimuth and elevation axes. If the target is on

the elevation axis, there should be zero measured azimuth

angle. There is a dc error if the azimuth output is not

equal to zero. In a similar manner, there should be zero

measured elevation angle when the target is on the azimuth

axis.
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signals resulting from actual asymmetric secondary
patterns

signals resulting from secondary patterns with
0,(f).02(O fixed at 2.7589 radians

Figure 6.8 Effect of secondary asymmetry for dominant mode
horn at f/D = 0.7487 and dT/0B= 0.25: (upper left) signal
of feed 1, (upper right) difference signal, (lower left)
sum signal, (lower right) error signal RL(t).
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signals resulting from actual asymmetric secondary
patterns

signals resulting from secondary patterns with
0i(O’0:(O fixed at 3.5243 radians

Figure 6.9 Effect of secondary asymmetry for dominant mode
horn at f/D = 0.7487 and dT/dB = 0.25: (upper left) signal
of feed 1, (upper right) difference signal, (lower left)
sum signal, (lower right) error signal RL{t).
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signals resulting from actual asymmetric secondary
patterns

signals resulting from secondary patterns with
0i(Q,<p,(t) fixed at 0 radians

Figure 6.10 Effect of secondary asymmetry for dielectric rod
at f/D = 1.4205 and 6T/8B =0.5: (upper left) signal of
feed 1, (upper right) difference signal, (lower left)
sum signal, (lower right) error signal RL(t).
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signals resulting from actual asymmetric secondary
patterns

signals resulting from secondary patterns with
0i(Q,0;(Q fixed at 5.7650 radians

Figure 6.11 Effect of secondary asymmetry for dielectric rod
at f/D = 1.4205 and 9rl9„ = 0.5: (upper left) signal of
feed 1, (upper right) difference signal, (lower left)
sum signal, (lower right) error signal RL(t).
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The dc errors were very small and were on the order of

10 (-16) of the desired output. These errors did not have a

regular pattern versus the parameters of f/D, paraboloid

size, and target offset angle.

To see if the calculated dc errors were a result of the

inaccuracy of Simpson's rule, the dc errors were also

calculated for symmetric gaussian patterns with the same

squint angle Gq and beamwidth dB as the patterns for the
«

dominant mode horn and dielectric rod. Symmetric gaussian

patterns have theoretically zero dc error. It was found that

the dc errors with the symmetric gaussian patterns were on

the order of the dc errors with actual feeds.

The small measured dc errors were probably a result of

the inaccuracy of Simpson's rule during the computation of

(6-12) and the finite precision of the computer. It can be

concluded that there is negligible dc errors due to secondary

pattern asymmetry.

6.5.3 Sensitivity versus Target Rotation Angle

For the ideal case of symmetric patterns and a given

target offset angle dT from the antenna boresight, the dc
error signal constants kx and ky will have the same amplitude

regardless of the target rotation angle <j>T. Asymmetry in the

secondary patterns may cause the dc error signal constants to

vary with 0r for a fixed dT with this concept being referred

to as the sensitivity.
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In a similar manner as the dc errors, the sensitivity

was also calculated for symmetric gaussian patterns, which
have the same sensitivity with all (¡)T. It was found that

differences in sensitivity with the symmetric gaussian

patterns were on the order of the differences in sensitivity

with actual feeds.

The extremely small effects probably resulted from the

inaccuracy of Simpson's rule and the finite precision of the

computer. It can be concluded that there is negligible

sensitivity effects due to secondary pattern asymmetry.



CHAPTER 7
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY PATTERN ASYMMETRY

EFFECTS

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a theoretical

basis for the results in chapter 6 with the analysis using a

gaussian pattern approximation.

The one-way voltage gaussian patterns for feeds 1 and 2

are

(7-1)

The determination of dc errors and sensitivity versus

target rotation angle is determined in a similar manner to

chapter 6. There will be a small error due to Simpson's rule

(less than 10(-8) ) and a small error due to the finite

precision of the computer. When referring to dc errors or

sensitivity versus target rotation angle as being

"negligible", the term negligible means that the effect was

so small that the effect may have been due to errors in

Simpson's rule or computer inaccuracies.
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7.1 Gaussian Pattern with Elliptic Secondary Pattern
Asymmetry

One way to model the effects of secondary pattern

asymmetry is to assume an elliptical gaussian pattern with

unequal beamwidths in the x and y planes. The unequal

beamwidths will model secondary pattern asymmetry. It should

be noted that the half-sided beamwidths on the positive and

negative x axes of the patterns are equal. Similarly, the

half-sided beamwidths on the positive and negative y axes of

the patterns are equal.

7.1.1 Equations of Model

For the case of an elliptical gaussian pattern with

unequal beamwidths in orthogonal planes, the one-way voltage

patterns can be expressed as

= exp
2.776 e„2(0. 9,.2(0l)
2

V

G2[02(O>&(O] = exp
2.776 Bj(t) e„2(<)T|
2

. v JJ

(7-2)

where 6^,6^ are the three dB beamwidths in the x and y planes

relative to the patterns() (see figure 6.6),

0,i(O are the projections of 0¡(t) relative to the axes of

pattern 1, and MO,0y2(i) are the projections of 02(f) relative

to the axes of pattern 2.
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Referring to figure 6.6, the projections equal

^i(O = 0i(Ocos^(O
AW

0x2(í) — 02(í)cos02(í)
M0 = ®2 (Osin&(f)

7.1.2 Effect of Secondary Pattern Asymmetry on DC Error
Signals

Consider a gaussian pattern with y plane beamwidth &By
different the x plane beamwidth 6& . It was found this

pattern did not cause dc errors with the observed dc errors

being negligible. The sensitivity differences versus target

rotation angle <f>T were also negligible.

7.1.3 Comparison of Gaussian Pattern with Elliptic Secondary
Pattern Asymmetry with Symmetric Gaussian Pattern

From the previous results , it was found that the

gaussian pattern with elliptic symmetry did not cause dc

errors or differences in sensitivity versus target rotation

angle.

An unexpected result, found during this study, is a

gaussian pattern with elliptic asymmetry produced the same

error signal RL(t) as a symmetric gaussian pattern when the x

plane beamwidth dBx of the elliptic pattern equals the

beamwidth 6B of the symmetric pattern.

Consider an elliptic pattern with x plane beamwidth 0Bx
equal to 1.55 degrees and y plane beamwidth 6^ equal to
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1.55/2 degrees and symmetric pattern with beamwidth dB equal

to 1.55 degrees.

As shown in figure 7.1, the individual gaussian patterns

with elliptical asymmetry have different amplitudes than the

symmetric gaussian patterns. However, the error signal RL(t)

is the same.

The fact that the pattern with elliptic asymmetry

produces the same signal RL(t) as the symmetric pattern (when

@Bx = &B ) is an important result. Since the dc error signals ex

and ey depend directly on RL(t) as given in (6-12), the same

R¿(t) will produce the same dc error signals. Since the

symmetric pattern does not have dc errors and has equal

sensitivity versus target rotation angle, the pattern with

elliptical asymmetry also does not produce dc errors and has

equal sensitivity versus target rotation angle.

To understand why this unexpected result occurs,

consider the ratio of the symmetric pattern (7-1) to the

pattern with elliptical asymmetry (7-2) for both feeds:

exp
2,776 d2(t)
2 eB2

exp
2.776 k,’«). 0)1

►

2 [ e* eBy2 \

(7-4a)

exp
2,776 Q2(t)
2 eB2

(7-4b)
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symmetric gaussian pattern

gaussian pattern with elliptical asymmetry

Figure 7.1 Comparison of symmetric gaussian pattern and
gaussian pattern with elliptical asymmetry: (upper left)
signal of feed 1, (upper right) difference signal,
(lower left) sum signal, (lower right) error signal
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(7-4) can be simplified as

exp
2.776 fg,2(Q 9x2(t)
2 1 e2 eBx2

exp
2.776 f62{t) dj(t)
2 1 e2 eB2

«¿WV
V J.

e¿{t) 1
V 1.

(7-5a)

(7-5b)

Taking the natural log of both sides and substituting 9Bx — 9B '
the following is obtained

2.776 [62(t) ex2(t) ey2(t)
2 \eBx2 eBx2 eBy2

(7-6a)

2.776

2
- <1 ' _ (7-6b)

Note (7-6a) and (7-6b) will be equal if the following

relationships are true:

(7-7a)

(7-7b)

From figure 6.6, it is clear that 0yl(f) equals the
negative of 9y2(t) and (7-7a) is valid. From Pythagorean

9yl (0 =±M')
el2(t)-ex2(t) = d22(t)-ex22(t)

(7-8a)

theorem, the following relationship is obtained:

m2-dxl{tf = eyl{t)2
9M-ex2(t)2 = ey2(t)2 (7-8b)
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Combining (1-la.) , (7-8a) , and (7-8b) , it is clear that (7-7b)

is valid.

Since (7-7) is true, (7-6) is also true, which has an

important consequence. After subtraction and addition of the

individual signals from each feed, the ratio of the

difference and sum signals of the symmetric patterns to the

elliptic patterns will also vary by the same factor:

msymmetric msymmetric

elliptic ^(0elliptitelliptic

(7-9)

In forming the error signal, the monopulse normalization

will cancel out this ratio:

*l(0symmetric
MS)
m

symmetric

symmetric

^(Oelliprie
^(0elliptic

= RL(t)elliptic (7-10)

Since RL(t) (A(f)/Z(f)) is the same for both cases, the

elliptic pattern will produce the same dc error signals ex and

ey as the symmetric pattern.

7.2 Pattern with Arbitrary Symmetry

Although the elliptic pattern is a proper model for the

studied system, it is of interest to consider a more general

case. To examine the possibility of dc errors or changing

sensitivity versus target rotation angle <j)T, consider two

possible cases. For the two cases, refer to figure 6.6.

The axes of pattern one are , while the axes of pattern
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two are x2 ,y2. For the first case, there are equal half¬

sided beaxnwidths on the positive and negative x axes of the

patterns, but different half-sided beamwidths on the positive

and negative y axes of the patterns.

For the second case, there are equal half-sided

beamwidths on the positive and negative y axes of the

patterns, but unequal half-sided beamwidths on the positive

and negative x axes of the patterns.

For the first case, it was found that this arbitrary

pattern did produce dc errors as shown in figure 7.2. For

figures 7.2 and 7.3, the half-sided beamwidths on the

positive and negative x axes of the pattern are equal to

0.775 degrees. The half-sided beamwidth on the positive y

axis is 0.93 degrees, while the half-sided beamwidth on the

negative y axis is 0.62 degrees. This arbitrary pattern also

produced unequal sensitivity versus target rotation angle as

shown in figure 7.3.

For the second case, the dc errors and sensitivity

differences versus rotation angle were negligible.

7_u2 Validity of Models

To examine the validity of the model, the half-sided

beamwidths in x and y planes need to be examined. The model

with elliptic secondary pattern asymmetry assumes equal half¬

sided beamwidths for the positive and negative x axis and

equal half-sided beamwidths for the positive and negative y

axis.
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Figure 7.2 DC errors with gaussian pattern with arbitrary
symmetry : (upper) target located on positive y axis,
(lower) target located on positive x axis.
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<j)T = 15°

<!>t = 45°

-. -. <pT = 75°

Figure 7.3 Effect of sensitivity differences on dc error
signal constants 1', and ky as a function of target
rotation angle <pT for gaussian pattern with arbitrary
symmetry : (upper) dc error signal constant kx, (lower)
dc error signal constant ky.
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By referring to figure 6.6, the half-sided beamwidths

of feed 1 in the x plane corresponds to equals 0 degrees

andl80 degrees. The half-sided beamwidths in the y plane

correspond to ^(i) equals 90 degrees and 270 degrees. By

examination of figure 6.6 , it can be seen geometrically that

0x(t) will be in the range 90°< 0i(i)- 270° as long as the squint

angle 8q is greater than the target offset angle 0T, which

will be the case for conopulse in tracking mode (small target

offset angles). The same comments can be made for feed 2 and

02 (0 •

Therefore, we can take the x plane beamwidth 8^ as twice

the half-sided beamwidth in the phi plane of 180 degrees. It

was found that the half-sided beamwidths at azimuth angle 90

degrees and 270 degrees are equal (see figure 6.5) . The

beamwidth in the y plane dBy equals twice the half-sided

beamwidth at the phi cut of 90 or 270 degrees. Thus, for the

case of the target offset angle dT being less than the squint

angle 8q, the pattern with elliptic asymmetry is a proper

model.

When the squint angle is less the target offset angle,

there will be different half-sided beamwidths on the positive

and negative x axes. For this case, the model with equal y

plane half-sided beamwidths, but unequal x plane half-sided

beamwidths is a proper model.



CHAPTER 8
OPTIMUM FEED

In this study, five parameters have been considered:

lateral displacement of the feed from the focus, feed size,

paraboloid size, f/D ratio, and type of feed. Since the

performance of the proposed system varies with these

parameters, the best combination of these parameters will be

recommended.

8.1 Criteria for Optimum Feed

Some possible criteria for optimization of the

parameters are

• tracking accuracy with noise

• tracking accuracy with secondary pattern asymmetry

effects

• aperture blockage and weight
• beamwidth of sum pattern

• bandwidth

• f/D ratio

The tracking accuracy with noise was quantified by the

normalized angular rms error given in (5-1) with the best

noise performance being obtained with the minimization of (5-

1) •
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For investigation of secondary pattern asymmetry

effects, the dominant mode horn and dielectric rod were

evaluated. It was found that the effects of secondary

pattern asymmetry were negligible for both types of feeds and

did not depend on paraboloid size. The observed effects were

so small that they can be attributed to inaccuracies in

Simpson's rule and the finite precision of the computer.

Since both feeds are in front of the reflector, larger

feeds will result in more aperture blockage and more weight

being rotated in front of the reflector. With other criteria

being equal, it is desirable to have smaller feeds to reduce

aperture blockage and weight.

Narrow beamwidths for the sum pattern are desirable for

applications, which require narrow beamwidths such as

multipath. For diffraction-limited feeds, the best noise

performance occurred at f/D ratios with relatively large

beamwidths of the sum pattern.

The dominant mode has relatively large bandwidths and is

on the order of 1 GHz at X band (James, 1972). The dual mode

horn is limited in bandwidth due the fact that TEn and TMn

mode have different phase velocities (Love, 1976a). The

small flare angle hybrid mode horn has limited bandwidth with

Jeuken (1969) suggesting that this horn requires a diameter

on the order of 10 wavelengths to obtain a symmetrical

radiation pattern in a frequency range of 1:1.3. The

bandwidth of the dielectric rod is not governed by the
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dielectric radiating element, but rather depends on the

bandwidth of the dominant mode launcher (James, 1972).

Since larger f/D ratios will make the mechanical

rotation of the feeds in front of the reflector more

difficult, it is desirable to have smaller f/D ratios with

everything else being equal.

8.2 Optimization of Feed Parameters

8.2.1 Lateral Displacement

In chapter 5, it was shown that noise performance was

generally better at minimum lateral displacement. With

increased lateral displacement, larger f/D values are

required to obtain a given crossover value. With larger f/D

values, there is decreased antenna efficiency due to more

spillover radiation, which results in a larger rms noise

error. It can be concluded that the feed should be located

at minimum lateral displacement.

8.2.2 Feed Size

With increased feed size, noise performance is generally

better at the expense of larger f/D ratios. Larger feeds

result in more aperture blockage and weight. The minimum

size of the evaluated feeds is shown in table 8.1. It can be

concluded that the feeds should be chosen with minimum size.
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Table 8.1 Minimum size of evaluated feeds.

feed type
horn radius
(wavelengths)

dominant mode horn 0.29

dual mode horn 0.61

hybrid mode horn 1.0

dielectric rod 0.35

9„, 3,3 Paraboloid Size

It was found that noise performance was largely

independent of paraboloid size. The amount of secondary

pattern asymmetry was also largely insensitive to paraboloid

size. The effects of secondary pattern asymmetry had little

effect with all evaluated paraboloid sizes. For

applications, which require narrow beamwidths, a larger

paraboloid should be used.

8.2.4 f/D Ratio

In chapter 5, the f/D ratio was found that minimized the

rms error due to noise. This f/D ratio may be considered

"optimum". The optimum f/D ratios of the different feeds is

shown in table 8.2 with table 8.2 giving the beamwidth of the

sum pattern 03 at the optimum f/D. For table 8.2, the size

of the paraboloid is 40 wavelengths. The feeds are at

minimum size and at minimum lateral displacement. The

patterns of the various feeds at the optimum f/D ratio are
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shown in figures 8.1-8.4. In figures 8.1-8.4, the feeds are

of minimum size and at minimum lateral displacement. In

these figures, the size of the paraboloid is 40 wavelengths.

Table 8.2 Sum pattern beamwidth at optimum f/D.

feed type 03 (degrees) f/D

dominant mode horn 3.2160 0.7487

dual mode horn 3.0480 1.2515

hybrid mode horn 3.0760 1.7984

dielectric rod 1.8700 1.4205

Table 5.13 shows the noise performance of the different

feeds at the optimum f/D. It can be seen that the

diffraction-limited feeds have similar performance, while the

dielectric rod has superior noise performance.

8.3 Recommended Feed

It can be concluded that the dielectric rod is the best

type of feed. It had the best noise performance and the

smallest beamwidths of the sum pattern. The bandwidth of the

dielectric rod is comparable to the dominant mode horn and

better than the dual mode horn and hybrid mode horn. The

aperture blockage of the dielectric rod is slightly larger

than the dominant mode horn, but less than the dual mode horn

and hybrid mode horn. The dielectric rod should be located at
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6 (degrees)

Figure 8.1 Dominant mode horn antenna patterns: (upper left)
overlapping antenna patterns, (upper right) difference
pattern, (lower left) sum pattern, (lower right) error
pattern.
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Figure 8.2 Dual mode horn antenna patterns: (upper left)
overlapping antenna patterns, (upper right) difference
pattern, (lower left) sum pattern, (lower right) error
pattern.
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Figure 8.3 Hybrid mode horn antenna patterns: (upper left)
overlapping antenna patterns, (upper right) difference
pattern, (lower left) sum pattern, (lower right) error
pattern.
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Figure 8.4 Dielectric rod antenna patterns: (upper left)
overlapping antenna patterns, (upper right) difference
pattern, (lower left) sum pattern, (lower right) error
pattern.
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minimum lateral displacement and the f/D ratio that minimizes

the rms error due to noise.

Of the diffraction-limited feeds, it can be concluded

that dominant mode horn is the best feed. The dominant mode

had similar noise performance as compared to the other

diffraction-limited feeds, but required a smaller f/D. The

dominant mode horn also has less aperture blockage due to its

smaller size and better bandwidth properties. The dominant

mode horn should be of minimum size and located at minimum

lateral displacement. The f/D ratio should be chosen to

minimize the rms error due to noise.



CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

9.1 Summary

The idea of nutation of two squinted beams has been

investigated and it was found that it is not practical to

simultaneously nutate two squinted beams. Nutation of two

squinted beams does not produce the proper azimuth and

elevation dc error signals, because the dc error signals are

not proportional to the elevation and azimuth angles. In the

literature, it has been shown that rotation of two squinted

beams will generate the proper error signals and could be

used in a practical conopulse system. For these reasons,

this study explored system performance with rotation of the

antenna beams.

In order to analyze system performance, it was

necessary to obtain the radiated fields of the different

feeds and the radiated fields from the paraboloidal

reflector. The radiated fields of the feeds were obtained

from journal articles in the literature. The radiated fields

are represented in terms of equations and these equations

were implemented in computer programs using MATLAB

programming language.
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The main method to obtain the radiated fields from the

paraboloidal reflector was the aperture distribution method

with the equations being obtained primarily from books on

antenna theory. The equations for aperture distribution

method were again implemented in MATLAB computer programs.

The Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) Reflector Antenna

Code was used to verify the accuracy of the aperture

distribution method.

The noise performance of four different feeds was

investigated. It was found that the performance of the

diffraction-limited feeds was similar, while the dielectric

rod had superior performance. The superior performance of

the dielectric rod is due primarily to its higher directivity
(more narrow beamwidths) as compared to diffraction-limited

feeds. The higher directivity of the dielectric rod reduces

spillover radiation and increases the overall aperture

efficiency.

The amount of secondary pattern asymmetry was quantified

for the dominant mode horn and the dielectric rod. It was

found that the amount of secondary pattern asymmetry was

relatively small. The effects of secondary pattern asymmetry

on system performance were negligible for both the dominant

mode horn and dielectric rod. Analysis was done with a

gaussian pattern approximation for the effects of secondary

pattern asymmetry to give a theoretical basis for the results

with actual feeds.
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In this study, five parameters were evaluated: lateral

displacement of the feed from the focus, feed size,

paraboloid size, f/D ratio, and type of feed. The best

combination of these parameters was recommended. It was

concluded that the dielectric rod is the best type of feed.

The dielectric rod should be located with minimum lateral

displacement and the f/D ratio that minimizes the rms error

due to noise.

Of the diffraction limited feeds, it was concluded that

the dominant mode horn is the best feed. The dominant mode

horn should be of minimum size and minimum lateral

displacement with the f/D ratio being chosen to minimize the

rms error due to noise.

9,3 Future WorK

The next step in the development of a conopulse system

is to build the system with hardware. All analysis done in

this study was done by computer simulations.

Some possible future subjects of investigation with a

conopulse system are

• Examine the effect of multipath on conopulse system

performance and quantify the resulting angle errors.

• Study the effect of a jammer on a conopulse system

and quantify angle errors.



APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF RADIATED FIELDS FROM FEEDS

This MATLAB program computes the radiated electric

fields from a dielectric rod.

n = 0;
for index = 0:0.5:80
n=n+l
dtor = pi/180;phi3=(0:4:359)*dtor;
theta = index*pi/180+0.00000000001;
%%%% Compute end aperture radiation from dielectric rod %%%%
K=1.01;L=10.8;rtod=180/pi;d=0.33;
el = (K - 1)*sin(pi*L*(K - cos(theta)) );
e2 = (K - cos(theta)) *sin(pi*L*(K - 1) );
e3 = cos(pi*d*sin(theta) );
e(n) = el/e2*e3;thetal(n) = theta;

%%%% Confute launcher radiation from dominant mode horn %%%%
a = 0.35;L2 = 5;y = 2*pi*a*a/L2;p = 2*pi*a*sin(theta);

%% Compute lommel functions %%
ul(n) = y*nyquad8('lommeldiell',theta,0,1);
u2(n) = y*myquad8('lommeldiel2',theta, 0,1) ;
cl = cos(theta);
pate(n) = ul(n)+j*u2(n);
path(n)=cl*ul(n)+j*cl*u2(n);
outpute(n) = abs(pate(n))/abs(pate(1));
outputh(n) = abs(path(n))/abs(path(l));

%%%% Compute total radiation pattern by summing
end aperture radiation and launcher radiation %%%%

pattotale(n) = 0.872*abs(e(n)) + 0.128* outpute(n);
pattotalh(n) = 0.872*abs(e(n)) + 0.128* outputh(n);
outpute(n)=abs(pattotale(n));
norme(n) = outpute(n)/outpute(l);
outputh(n)=abs(pattotalh(n));
normh(n) = outputh(n)/outputh(l);
patterne(n) = 20*logl0(norme(n));
patternh(n) = 20*logl0(normh(n));

end
end
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF RADIATED FIELDS FROM PARABOLOID REFLECTOR

This MATLAB program computes the radiated electric

fields from paraboloid reflector, which is illuminated by a

dielectric rod.

% file name: dielappend2.m
fx = 0;nestx = 0;hornrad = 1.0;
focal=l.0;f_d=focal;
fx=l ;
kk = 0;dtor = pi/180;
phi = 0*dtor;
for theta=0:0.5:6
theta=theta*dtor;
theta = pi - theta
kk= kk+1;

%%%% Set Simpson's coefficients %%%%
size = 235;
c=ones(1,size);c(2:2:(size-1))=4*c(2:2:(size-1));
c(3:2:(size-2))=2*c(3:2:(size-2));cmat = (c'*ones(1,size));
dtor = pi/180;phi3 = (0:360/(size-1):360)*dtor;
%%%% Set paraboloid size %%%%
radius=20;diameter=2 *radius;
r = 0-.radius/(size-1) :radius;lambda = 1.0;k = 2*pi/lambda;
f = f_d*diameter;
m = 1 + (r/2/f) .* (r/2/f);
phi3mat=(phi3'*ones(1,size))1;phi3mat=phi3mat';
thetal = 2*atan(r/2/f) + 0.00001;

%%%% Load stored feed pattern %%%%
load dielprim31351.mat

%%%% Compute electric field over aperture %%%%
emat=(outpute'*ones(1,size))1;hmat=(outputh1*ones(1,size))1;
mmat=(m‘*ones(1,size))';rmatrix=(r'*ones(1,size))';
norme2 = emat .* sin(phi3mat); normh2 = hmat .* cos(phi3mat)
normt = sqrt ( norme2 . ^2 + normh2 ./'2);
thetalmatrix=(thetal'*ones(l,size))';
illum=normt./mmat/f.*exp(j*k.*mmat*f.*(1+cos(thetalmatrix)))
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%%%% Compute x component of electric field
over aperture %%%%

eaxl=sin(phi3mat).*cos(phi3mat).*(1-cos(thetalmatrix));
eax2=sqrt(1-sin(thetalmatrix).^2 .*sin(phi3mat).^2);
eax=ilium.*eaxl./eax2;

%%%% Compute y component of electric field
over aperture %%%%

eayl=sin (phi3mat) .*2 . *cos (thetalmatrix) +cos (phi3mat) . ~2;
eay2=sqrt(1-sin(thetalmatrix).~2 .*sin(phi3mat). ~2);
eay= -l*illum. *eayl./eay2;

illumtheta = +eax*cos(phi)+eay*sin(phi);
illumphi = -eax*sin(phi)+eay*cos(phi);

thetalmatrix=(thetal'*ones(1,size))1;
%%%% Compute phase term of laterally displaced feed %%%%
z2=rmatrix.*sin(theta).*cos(phi3mat-phi)-

ex.*sin(thetalmatrix).*cos(phi3mat);
z3 = exp(j*k*z2);

%%%% Compute theta component of electric field %%%%
irmatrix = illumtheta .* rmatrix;k6 = irmatrix .*z3;
k6 = cmat .* k6;
k7 = cumsum(k6);k8 = k7(size,:);k8 = c .* k8;
k91 = abs(mean(k8))*size*radius/size/3*360/size/3*dtor/2/pi;
k9(kk) = (1-cos(theta))*k91;

%%%% Compute phi component of electric field %%%%
irmatrix = illumphi .* rmatrix;k6 = irmatrix .*z3;
k6 = cmat .* k6;
k7 = cumsum(k6);k8 = k7(size,:);k8 = c .* k8;
klOl = abs(mean(k8))*size*radius/size/3*360/size/3*dtor/2/pi;
klO(kk)= (1-cos(theta))*kl01;

%%%% Compute total electric field %%%%
kl4(kk) = sqrt(abs(k9(kk).A2)+abs(klO(kk)).~2)
end
end
end



APPENDIX C
INPUT DATA FILE FOR NEC COMPUTER PROGRAM

The following input file for the NEC computer program is

for a hybrid mode horn with a lateral displacement of 1.28

wavelengths.

CE: **** FOCAL LENGTH AND DISH DIAMETER ****
DG:
1 1.0909 0.02 0.02 1.0909 0
CE: **** FEED LOCATION ****
FD:
0 F
-0.0349 0 0
T F F 1 90
1 90.
CE: **** E AND H PLANE PATTERNS ****
40
0. 1.0000 0.
1. 0.9990 0.
2. 0.9961 0.
3. 0.9913 0.
4. 0.9847 0.
5. 0.9763 0.
6. 0.9662 0.
7. 0.9544 0.
8. 0.9409 0.
9. 0.9258 0.
10. 0.9092 0
11. 0.8912 0.
12. 0.8718 0.
13. 0.8512 0.
14. 0.8294 0.
15. 0.8065 0.
16. 0.7827 0.
17. 0.7580 0.
18. 0.7325 0.
19. 0.7065 0.
20. 0.6799 0.
21. 0.6529 0.
22. 0.6256 0.
23. 0.5982 0.
24. 0.5706 0.
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25. 0.5431 0.
26. 0.5157 0.
27. 0.4885 0.
28. 0.4617 0.
29. 0.4352 0.
30. 0.4092 0.
31. 0.3838 0.
32. 0.3590 0.
33. 0.3348 0.
34. 0.3114 0.
35. 0.2888 0.
36. 0.2670 0.
37. 0.2461 0.
38. 0.2260 0.
39. 0.2069 0.
CE: *** OUTPUT OF DATA
PZ:
1
0
0 6 0.1
CE: **** EXECUTE PROGRAM
XQ:

★ ★ ★

★ ★ * ★
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